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The Late Empire period (284-476)

i

The construction of the wall of Lugo and the Restoration of the Empire
The crisis on the 3rd century
The splendour period of Lucus Augusti in the early empire would only last a quarter of the century, which are the first twenty five years of the third century, since
in the middle of Severus Alejandrus’ reign (221-335), the peaceful state that his
predecessors, Septimius Severus and Caracalla, had achieved in the northern and
eastern borders of the Empire started to fall apart. A diffuse but persistent fear
started to spread through many areas of the Roman domains and in some of
the territories of the northern half of the peninsula the administrative scheme
of the Antoninian emperors was reinstated, for unknown reasons. It was at this
point that the brand-new and ephemeral provinces of Hispania Superior, actually
Gallaecia, with capital in Lucus and the Nova Citerior Antoniniana, managed from
Tarraco, re-merged back into a unique area, the former Provincia Hispania Citerior,
which would be under the authority of only one legatus propraetor.
Years later, and due to the weak military skills shown by Severus Alejandrus
in front of the pressure effected by the barbarians in the borders, a military
uprising ended his life in the Danubian limes and a centurion was chosen as his
successor. His name was Maximino el Tracio and he was as brave and audacious
as ignorant. This choice had not been accepted by the senatorial elites of the
capital of the Empire and therefore this started a chain of internal disagreements and military defeats against the bordering peoples, which would end in
a deep institutional, social and economic crisis. The consequences of this crisis
were, on the one hand, the secession of Gallia as a new independent state in the
western end of the Roman domains, and on the other hand, the independence
of Palmira (Siria) as the capital of the extended eastern territories that had previously belonged to Rome. The new political situation was reluctantly accepted
by the Emperor Galienus, from 262 ad onwards, However Aureliano was not so
compliant and in 270, he had the courage to bring back into the Empire the two
large rebellious regions that had been independent for over a decade. 238
However the main issues were caused by the barbarians who, once the linear limits traditionally established by Rome had been broken in several borders of their immense domains, frequently charged in towards the epicentres
of the Roman power, making use of the extensive network of public roadways
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that linked the cities and also taking the advantage given by the fact that most of
them did not have walled enclosures to protect them from the invasive attacks.
These cities, in the case of an attack, would have to wait for the assistance of the
Roman legions, which were at the time overwhelmed by the recent events.
The voice of alarm had been raised repeatedly during the two previous decades, and Aurelianus, at the same time that he was trying to reunite the Empire,
decided to find a solution for such a critical situation. The strategists of his
council had drawn up an emergency plan and the emperor ordered its immediate implementation.
The main idea was the establishment of a defensive limes structured not only
frontally, but mostly in depth, constituted by walled cities provided with strong
bastions whose main objective would be the protection of Rome.
We ignore up to which extent Lucus Augusti was affected by the crisis of the middle decades of the third century or whether it received in its domains the unwanted
visit of invasive groups. And despite not having any evidence of any major destruction within the area of Lugo, the generalised fear of external attacks or possible
internal upheaval would have affected deeply the city and the Conventus iuridicus.
This would not have been caused only by the fear to the potential inland incursions,
but more for the maritime razzias coming from the Baltic shores or from the British
Litus Saxonicum (Saxon Shore) which would endanger not only the settlements of
the Hispanic Cantabrian and Atlantic coasts, but also the inland cities.
Therefore, Rome allowed the cities to organise their own defense with the
resources they considered more appropriate but at the same time decided to act
selectively on a chain of strategic points that the Empire wanted to preserve and
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protect specifically, given their political and economic relevance. And one of
these preferential objectives for its protection would be Lucus Augusti, the most
important city, from a strategic point of view, of the Iberian finisterre.
And these are the grounds that preceded the process of construction of the
most robust and monumental wall in the Hispanic northwest and one of the
most impressive in the peninsula. In the following pages we will try to recreate
the dynamics of the construction process by, once more, using an inventive but
believable narrative.

The erection of the wall
Guidelines
We are in the middle days of July in the year 270 bc. On via ab Asturica
Caesaraugustam, and crossing the wide Castilian meseta, a luxurious carpentum
is being pulled by lively horses and escorted by a dozen military horsemen. The
whirled dust cloud that it generates can be seen from a distance. Inside the carriage, there goes a representative of the Praefectus Praetorii of Rome, who has
been invested with the necessary power to reorganise the defense of the Hispania
Citerior Province from the barbarian thread.
After several days of travelling, the cortege is about to reach the camp of
the Legio Septima, where the deputy of the praetorian prefect has to meet with
the legatus of the legion in order to give them the imperial orders he is carrying. These are related to the reorganisation of the troops of the province,
which was basically the seventh twin legion, and to the erection of defensive
precincts, mostly along the northern strip of the peninsula that is bathed by
the Mare Cantabrum. It will be necessary to build several military bastions
along the road ab Asturica Burdigalam (from Astorga to Bordeaux) that was
the possible itinerary for a barbarian invasion through land, but particularly in
the cities of Veleia (Iruña, Vitoria), Segisama (Sasamón), Legio Septima (León),
Asturica (Astorga), Bergidum (Castro Ventosa) and Lucus Augusti, besides the
coastal Flavionavia (Gijón) and Iuliobriga (Reinosa), which is settled in the
mountains. But the central authorities will set their preferences on Lucus principally, due to its placement at the end of finisterre and its strategic location
in relation to both the inland and coastal roadways. With regards to this, the
outlines for the defensive planning had been drawn in the imperial tabularia
(departments) of the praetorian prefecture, in Rome, and had been polished
later in the officium (office) of the legado propraetor of the province, in Tarraco.
These outlines would have to be taken into account by the engineers of the
seventh twin legion in order to draw the definitive plan for each precinct. It
had been decided to start by building Lucus Augusti in the first place, which
was the most distant but also the most important strategically; therefore it was
necessary to put in place as soon as possible the imperial orders that the praetorian representative carried with him.
With regards to the movement of the troops, the orders said that the
Cohors I Gallica Equitata Civium Romanorum should be moved to Veleia
(Iruña, Vitoria) from an unknown point on the northwest and the Cohors I
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Celtiberorum to Iuliobriga (Reinosa) from Brigantia (Cidadela, Sobrado dos
Monxes). However, the case of Lugo requested the presence of a legionary
detachment that was specialised in the poliorcetic arts and with this purpose,
one of the cohortes of the seventh twin legion was sent to the surrounding
area of the city.
Once these issues had been dealt with, and after having spent some days resting in Legio Septima, the praetorian legatus continued towards Lucus, accompanied by the Praefectus Fabrum of the legion and his team of architects, but not
without having sent in advance a messenger responsible for announcing their
imminent arrival to the city authorities.
The arrival to Lucus Augusti of such a cortege caused great commotion
amongst its inhabitants, who were informed of the plans immediately and in
detail. At that point, and alarmed by the disturbing news, both the authorities
and the inhabitants of the city provided the newly arrived with all the resources,
human and material, that they had at hand.
Once the corresponding imperial orders were communicated along with the
constructive guidelines that should be followed in the construction of the wall,
and after some days of well deserved rest, the representative of the praetorian
prefect went back to Rome. On the other hand, the praefectus fabrum of the
seventh legion prolonged his stay indefinitely with the purpose to plan on the
terrain the layout and the particularities of the projected defensive enclosure.
In the meantime the legionary cohort that was in charge of the direction and
support of the works was finishing the last arrangements of the move to Lucus
Augusti from Legio, place from where they would be bringing the necessary
impedimenta for starting the construction of the wall.
Project and planning
The city in the Late Empire had been expanding on the flattened hump that
was delimited on east and west by the basins of the rivers Miño and Rato. These
east and west slopes were the steepest areas, and therefore the easier to defend.
On the other hand, on the north and south it was necessary to take into account
the adverse topographical conditions related to an easy access, which forced
the engineers to plan in detail the layout of the bastion. In addition to this, the
south-western section of the city was built on a hillock, which was partly occupied by the current quarter of Recatelo, which extended in a discontinuous way
towards the East, up to the current Praza da Constitución. This hindered in a
great way its defense, since it was an area of several stades in length and completely flat. Unfortunately there was no other option but abandoning this side
of the city to its own fate and bringing back towards the north the layout of the
wall. As a consequence of this, the current Barrio do Carme would also be left
outside the wall, since that area would be an easy target for the enemy’s artillery from the higher position of Recatelo. In order to keep that area protected,
it would have been necessary a wall of impressive dimensions for which there
was neither time nor budget.
However, the area that the walled enclosure lost on that side was recovered
on another section and this is the reason why, on the north, the marginal areas
formerly dedicated to necropolis and the pottery trade can be now found within
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239 Contrast between urban areas: the
village from the Roman Empire period,
opened, and the village from the decline
period, surrounded by the wall (MSA)

the urban perimeter. In addition to this, the defensive conditions were slightly
more favourable, since the gradient was more stressed on these slopes.
It was a shame leaving without protection an already historic quarter, which
would be now doomed to destruction, but the sacrifice was worth it, somehow,
since the rubble would be useful for the erection of the great wall that was
being planned.
Therefore, once the new urban precinct was delimited, they proceeded to
decide the appropriate location for the entries, taking into account the different
vias of the cursus publicus that reached the city and the aqueduct, without forgetting the large sewers that drained into the Miño.
This way, in the northern side of the city, the exit to the via per loca maritima
towards Brigantium, formerly flanked by a necropolis in the section of Campo
da Forca, would be now cancelled, although the urban via that would cross the
Porta Nova would remain, as well as the semita (path) that followed the aqueduct through the postern of O Boquete. 240
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Foundations of the Porta Nova with the
inscription a fundam(entis), that is, “from
the foundations”, what means that the wall
is originally Roman, as opposed to what was
previously thought (MSA)
240

241 View of the Porta Falsa from the outside
of the wall, with its original arch overdrawn
to the current one

Later, in the eastern side of the defensive structure, another postern was
planned in order to provide an exit to the road by which the large cremation
necropolis of Praza do Ferrol expanded, along with its ustrinum or crematorium.
In addition to this, there was a second entry on this side, two stades to the south,
which communicated the eastern section of the decumanus maximus of the city
with the outside. 241
With regards to the southern side, at the beginning of it would be set up the
Porta Toletana, which was named this way because from it, parted the road that
led to Asturica via A Tolda. A second gate was also planned, located in the middle of this same side and very close to the current one of do Castelo, which was
coincident with the axis of the southern section of the cardo maximus of the city.
With time, a new burial necropolis was to develop by this road. 242
Concerning the western side, it was necessary to bear in mind that two large
sewage pipes coming from opposite directions would join into a large pipe
at the entrance of the city. In this same point was the entrance of the via that
arrived from Bracara and crossed the Miño by the bridge that had been erected
by Trajan. This via forked into two branches at this same point where the pipes
joined, one going right following the southern side of the city and the other
continuing straight to the forum. These circumstances along with the need to
ensure the passage, would be the reason to include in the planning of the wall
two doorways that are currently called Porta of Santiago and Porta Miñá, the
latter being initially Porta Miniana since it was the gate that led to the road that
descended to the Miño. 243 244 245
On the other hand and given the urgency of the moment, it was necessary to
establish priorities in the execution of the works. Firstly a perimetral ditch had
been dug which followed the planned layout for the foundations of the wall on
the outside at a distance of 30 feet and had a depth of between twelve and fifteen
feet and a width of twenty two feet. With this, they were aiming to fulfil two
complementary objectives: the establishment of an emergency defensive moat

Interior of the Porta Toletana.
The exterior is modern
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Porta de Santiago (originally Roman).
Exterior
243
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244 Porta Miñá (originally Roman).
External view

to be used in case on an unexpected invasion, and at the same time, it would be
a way to obtain in situ slate material extracted from the ground and optimal for
its use to be part of the foundational magma for the wall. 246
Next, the first ring of the wall would be erected simultaneously, using layers of mortar and slate of the same height, with the purpose of protecting the
city on all its flanks at the same time, in case of an early attack. This ring would
be followed by others, which would be built one on top of the other and would
adapt to the features indicated on the planning.
The following features were defined as well; the width and gradient of the
walls depending on the section, the location, semicircular profile and frequency
of the towers (which would be more numerous and narrower in the most vulnerable points), the number of floors of each section of the wall build above the
line of the parapet walk, which would be three at the gates and two in the intermediate sections, etc. On the other hand the possibility of erecting in the first
place the walls to later attach to them the corresponding towers on the outside
was evaluated. And excluding the entrances, where the simultaneous erection of
walls and towers was unavoidable, the project was unanimously approved under
these circumstances.
There was also a long discussion on which would be the most appropriate
ways to climb up the wall in order to guarantee the defense of the city in the
case of an emergency, with the solution to the issue being extraordinary. The
normal way to climb to the top of wall would be by the stairs located in the
inside of the city and attached to the towers of the entry gates. These stairs
would rise from the floor and be structured in flights in zigzag, and in isolated
occasions there would be stairs of a single flight that would be inserted in the
wall and accessed by lintelled sally ports. The other accesses, one in front
of each tower, would start at the midway point of the wall and these would
be inserted on it, firstly as a frontal staircase of a single flight, perpendicular to the wall, and then forking in two side sections which formed a ninety
degree angle with the initial section and reached the parapet. This innovative
design had the purpose of making as difficult as possible the descent to the
city grounds of potential attackers of the defensive bastion who would have
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245 Foot of the inner stairs to access the wall
in the area of Porta Miñá
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Cut of the ditch of the Roman wall
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Prototype of a hanging ladder

to find the means to not only climb up the wall from the outside, but also to
descend from the parapet to the urban ground. As a consequence, these particular accesses to the parapet would only be used in the case of a defensive
emergency when wheeled wooden ladders would be attached to them from
the inside and they could rapidly be removed from this location should the
parapet fall in the hands of the enemy, this way complicating the landing of
the potential invaders. 245 247
However, this invention would not impede the construction of stairs of
opposing ramps inserted in some of the panels of the wall in strategic places,
which would rise from the ground and develop in opposite directions under a
space protected by a large arch inserted on the inside of the wall, as it can be
seen nearby the IES Juan Montes. On the other hand, as these types of accesses
would not be related to any tower, they would go unnoticed from the outside to
the potential enemies. 248
Great arch that possibly hosted inside
it a double ramp stairs from the floor to the
line of the longitudinal axis of the wall, next
to the I.E.S. Xoán Montes
248
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Therefore, there had been a lot of effort put into the planning of the defensive
project of the city, adapting the ideas suggested from the capital of the Empire
to the topographical reality of the area. However, it was necessary to decide as
soon as possible on the nature of the materials and construction techniques to
employ, evaluating both granite and slate. Finally, and given its abundance in the
surrounding environments, the slate was chosen, or at least, an amalgamation of
it with lime and sand, in the manner of opus caementicium. However, the granite
would not be absent since in specific areas the rubble from the buildings that were
going to be left outside the wall would be used in the panels of the entry towers
and their annexe walls, due to its most resilient nature. The rest of the material
needed would be brought in from the quarries that were the closest to the city.
On the contrary, for the other sections of walls and towers, firstly a nucleus
would be built with form worked mortar lifts following the planned layout; and
once completed the ring in the whole of its perimeter, they would proceed to
cover internally and externally the nucleus with walls of granite bricks, broken
column fusts, tombstones, votive epigraphs; but mostly with quality slate that
had been brought in from the fantastic quarries that were close to the city. All
this would present the issues of the supplying of materials and the organisation
of labour, both essential aspects to ensure the success of such an enormous task.
Materials sourcing
Since the opus caementicum was the choice of material for generating the nucleus
of the monument, an important stock of lime was necessary. This could only
be obtained from eastern areas which were several kilometres away from the
city, such as the calcareous deposits on the northern foothills of O Caurel, and
most of the lime had to be transported by the imperial road that linked the city
with Asturica. Although there were marble epigraphic plaques and some other
sculptures made of this material that could have been reduced to lime dust, the
amount that could have been obtained this way, despite being valuable, would
have been insignificant in relation to the total amount needed. Therefore finding
limestone deposits was an urgent need, in order to burn it, have it transformed
in binding element and transport it to satisfy the needs for the construction.
Regarding the sourcing of granite, it was necessary to complement the rubble and it could be obtained without excessive cost from the nearby quarries near
Ombreiro or O Carqueixo. In any case, in order to obtain the stone materials
that were necessary to complete this monument, neither the altars to the gods
nor the tombstones of the deceased were respected, so as a consequence of this,
the periodical collapses in the wall have constituted a rich source of epigraphic
documents of the city.
In addition to this, the sand was found in abundance in the banks of Miño and
Rato and the stone material necessary for the mortar could be easily obtained
from the slate rubble coming from different ditches or with specific extractions
to be carried out in the surrounding area.
With regards to the water for the lifts, it could be delivered to the building
site through derivations from the city’s aqueduct, while the wood for the scaffolding and the formwork would be easy to obtain from the dense forests of
oaks and chestnut trees from the vicinity.
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Management and labour
The organisation of the labour was a fundamental aspect of the delivery of
this construction, particularly with regards to three of its elements, which are
apparently independent but at the same time complement each other. These
elements are: The technical management, the machinery and the services of
porters and peons.
The first element was the responsibility of the army and for this reason the
specialised troops of the VII Twin Legion had been mobilised. Concerning the
second element, there were eastern specialists that were enrolled in this same
military force and public freedmen that were previously working in building
projects in the city. Finally, the third aspect would be carried out not only by
the citizens of Lucus with the help of the numerous castros of the surroundings,
but also by the whole of the inhabitants of the Conventus iuridicus of Lugo
organised by tribes or civitates, who would send to the capital temporary groups
of workers, and the closest ones would also send carriages and teams of oxen for
the transport of materials from the quarries.

Vertical cut of the filling of the wall in
one of its sectors
249

The little depth of the foundations of
the wall. Perspective
250

The wall starts to emerge
From that morning of the nones of August onwards, the city was never the same.
On the layout of the perimetral ditch were aligned by sections the brigades of
sappers, sticking their picks into the superficial sediments and drilling the bedrock with inventive and heavy boring tools that were lifted high by pulleys to
then be dropped and this way smashing the slate into irregular pieces. In the
meantime, a never-ending caravan of carriages pulled by teams of oxen or mules
waited their turn to carry away the rubble, while groups of peons were separating the stones that could be used for the construction. The voices of command were mixed in the air with the clanging from the picks, the banging of the
mallets and the sometimes droning and other times stentorian melodies of the
squeaky carriages livening up the scene. Each one was dedicated to their tasks,
while the technicians supervised the works.
It took untold effort, but a year after the beginning of the works, the city
already had its emergency vallum, to protect it from potential invaders and
formed by the wide external moat that had a depth of between three and five
metres depending on the section and the provisional agger (ridge) that had been
erected with the material that had been extracted from the ditches and that had
been left provisionally on the intermediate strip between the wall and the moat.
After this, they started digging the ditch for the foundations of the wall which,
thanks to the solidity of the basement did not have to be dug too deep. The next
step was the simultaneous erection of the first ring of the precinct, taking into
account the corresponding gates but not the intermediate external towers, up to
a height of about eight feet. This way it would not be necessary the use of lifting
machinery since the materials could be carried to the site and be lifted manually and
they could even arrive in carriages, by ramps, to the nucleus of the wall, since it was
at this height that it the beginning of the internal hanging staircases was planned.
This first ring would be followed by the next, at the same height, but for its
construction the materials would have to be delivered by the opening of the
hanging staircases, which would be higher every time. Before each lift of mortar,
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251 The wall at night (Southwest side) with
the tower of A Mosqueira

The wall at night (Northeast side) between
the Porta de Bispo Odoario and Porta Nova
252

the masons would use previously selected stone, new or recycled, to erect the
side panels up to a height of two feet, which had two main purposes: serving as a
formwork element for the filling and obtaining with this a perfect and solid integration. And this way, they would reach the height of the parapet, after which
they would proceed to provide the walls with the external semicircular cylinders
that were its towers. This would have been done during the establishment of
the tetrarch in the last years of this centuria. Already in the fourth century and
free from the threat of imminent invasions, the top level would be built, consisting of two or three floors, depending on the section, and perforated with
windows. The totality of the built surface was rendered with mortar, in both the
interior and the exterior of the bastion, in a way that, at the beginning of the 4th
century, the visitors who were getting closer to Lucus Augusti on their way from
Bracara or Brigantium, could perceive in the distance the wonderful sight of an
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Computer graphic of the possible aspect
of the wall at the moment of finishing it (MSA)
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impressive and at the same time beautifully-walled precinct, which reflected the
sun with brilliant whiteness and contrasted with the intensity of the green background of an incomparable landscape.
The people from Lucus Augusti had made it a reality and they were proud of
it, since the wall, initially conceived as a defensive construction, had become as
well a prestigious monument.
However, at this point, as it will be explained later, the cohors lucensis had
finally settled in the city or its surrounding area, making sure that the city was
always protected against potential dangers both internal and external.
Now it was necessary that the native gods accepted the work and offered their
protection for the custody of the city. It was the moment to erect a sacellum to
Tutela, that divine abstraction in charge of watching over the preservation of the
cities, particularly the walled ones. So this task was carried out not far away from
Porta Toletana, at the start of the modern quarter of San Roque. The available
evidence is a note about the existence of an altar erected to the mentioned divinity by a character called Silonius, who, strangely enough, appears as the dedicant
of a similar offering to the same deity in a village of Taboadela, near Ourense.
Town planning variations after the build-up of the defensive enclosure
After the erection of the great wall, there was a remarkable shift in the functionality of the public spaces. On the southwest, outside the wall, there was a section
practically devastated, since the materials of its buildings had been used in the
erection of the wall. It is not surprising, as a consequence, that in the Plaza de
la Constitución, at the exit of the cardo maximus of the city, a necropolis started
to develop, this time of the burial type due to the prevailing fashion and new
beliefs. However, on the other end, from the Praza do Ferrol up to the Campo
da Forca, two cremation necropolises, one of them quite extensive, were closed
off and also the vias that were passing by them were annulled, which provided
terrain for new constructions. Therefore, it is not surprising that the granite
epitaphs have appeared in the filling of the towers of the defensive enclosure.
This section had traditionally been the area of settlement for the crafts industry,
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particularly the pottery workshops, but from now on it will have a boost with
the establishment of new workshops and even homes for the craftsmen.
Regarding the entrance of the aqueduct to the city, it has already been
explained that the structure of the aqueduct had been integrated on the wall
itself, with the name of O Boquete (the hole) remaining permanent in order to
mark the place where the two monuments intersected.
On the other hand, due to the construction of the wall, the pipes that were
used to take the sewage into the Miño had been severely damaged. The ediles of
the city felt they had the resources to reform the sewage network and after closing off the double cesspit which existed in each of the roads that were destined
for this role, they decided to construct a unique large-capacity vaulted cesspool
per via, inserting it through the axis of the corresponding decumanos and providing them with alternate drains. This involved additionally the redesign of the
channel system that poured from the housing into these cesspools and therefore
the repaving of the public surfaces. 257
The reconstruction of some of the buildings that had been destroyed was
also carried out and the different roads that arrived to the city or departed from
it were also repaired. These were the benefits derived from of a long awaited
peace and the establishment of, firstly, the tetrarch and later, the Constantine
Empire. The commerce and agriculture were kick-started and the city progressively recovered its prosperity, as it has been revealed by the archaeological excavations carried out in the city up until today.
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The wall remains. View from the sky (MSA)

The transformations of the Roman work in the following centuries
We do not intend to discuss the complex topic of the destructions, reconstructions and consolidations that happened to the wall along its history, which is a task
that corresponds to the historians of other periods; we are not interested either in
the usage, functionality or events that the presence of the wall caused in the city
throughout history, except for those referring to the period in which this piece of
work is focused. On the contrary, what we aim to briefly outline as follows, is our
closest approach to the progressive destruction scheme of the Roman work, by
offering isolated snaps, although diachronically, of its real or supposed evolution.
We do not believe, initially, that had the Franks attacked Lugo between the
years 270 ad, when the building of the wall started, and 284 ad, the date of the pacification and consolidation of the empire, that the work would have been of much
use, unless maybe in the last decade when the bastion was starting to rise from the
urban landscape. However, all the evidence leads us to believe that the wall, due
to its remarkable breadth, was a key element for the Roman-Galician resistance to
the Suebi and Hasdingi Vandals from 411 ad. In any case, Hydatius suggests that
it was not the attack but treason that forced the surrender of the Roman people in
Lugo to the Suebi on the day of Easter of 460 ad From that moment onwards, and
with the monument still intact, it would become the refuge and the fort for at least
one of the factions of the Suebi Kingdom, with this circumstance contributing to
increasing the importance of Lugo in contrast to Bracara, which was the lawful heir
of the Roman capital of Gallaecia. And the consequence of this would have been
that when the Suebi Kingdom converted to Catholicism, in the middle of the sixth
century, Lugo acquired the rank of metropolitan see, as Braga did.
However, in the middle of the decade of the eighties in the same century the
Suevi Kingdom was subdued by the Visigoth king Liuvigild, the enclosure of
Lugo had nothing to do with the confrontation, since this will mostly be carried
out in Andalucian lands and in the central-southern mountain systems of the,
up to then, independent Suevi areas.
Still, it would have been the Visigoth power that realised the importance of
the bastion in Lugo for their kingdom to confront the razzias of Astures and
other peoples of the Cantabrian Mountains. Therefore, already in the seventh
century, Lugo was provided with its own dux and with the condition of capital
of the Visigoth province of Gallaecia, despite not being a metropolitan see.
Nevertheless, given the silence of the sources either written or archaeological, we assume that the city was abandoned by its population in the Arab-Berber
invasion of 714 ad, which, due to its significance, would not have prevented the
destruction of the religious buildings and a large part of the residences in the city.
These would be the grounds for the Acrostic and other documents of Odoarius
which, although with a certain degree of exaggeration, explicitly mention the
reconstruction of horizons of ruins (“…civitatem…quam ex radice restauravi”,
in his major testimony). On the other hand, and despite it being alluded (in circuitu murorum; almi oppidi) nothing is said in reference to the wall.
For this and other reasons the reconstruction mentioned by Odoarius should
not be mistaken with the one that later on would be carried out by the counts of
the former Conventus of Lugo, who, in the presence of the king Ordonez II, in
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911 ad, committed to move to Lugo with their families and reconstruct by their
own means what had been destroyed of the wall and the city due to the uprising
that they and their relatives had perpetrated against their king Alfonso III the
Great, in 910 ad
These dates correspond to the never-ending phase of the Norman invasions
and despite the lack of news regarding this, all lead to the assumption that Lugo
was the refuge for many of those who had run away from the Ocean shores or
from the most important and navigable rivers.
On the other hand, and this is more intuition than certainty, the wall of Lugo
would be represented at the end of the 9th century in a biblical map by the so
called Beatus of Burgo de Osma since, although the toponym that appears at the
foot of the icon is referring to Santiago, the icon itself seems to represent the
arched windows of a wall tower, which is placed next to the name of Gallaecia
and could not be other than Lugo’s wall. The reason for this is that in the original map made by Saint Isidore, which is copied by all the beatus, would have
possibly been Lugo’s wall as the icon selected by this Saint Bishop to represent
the province of Gallaecia within the map of Hispania and it was then maintained
by inertia even after the introduction of the cult of St. James.
During the remainder of the middle Ages we do not have verified evidence
with regards the evolution of the wall, with the exception of events more or less
proven in relation to the Irmandiño wars at the end of the fifteenth century.
However, it is Bartholomé Sagrario Molina, during the sixteenth century,
who provides more information on the description of the wall, stating that it has
many towers with windows, with a separation between them of only about eight
to ten steps. The chronicler specifies that each tower has many windows and
therefore we assume that there would be a few towers with two or three floors,
as later would be confirmed by other authors. It is also remarkable the mention
of its ruined interior woodwork. However, the references to the existence of
glass covering the window openings have to be taken with caution. It is possible
that in some of the towers, which had been fitted for residence, this could have
been the case, but if this happened to all the windows then it would breach the
poliorcetic rules, since the glasses on the windows would be a preferred target
to the attackers and an unnecessary obstacle for the defense.
In any case, during the sixteenth century, both the Archbishopric of Lugo
and the City Council made important investments on the restoration and conservation of the wall, in the view of María Nieves Peiró and Adolfo Abel Vilela.
On the other hand, Ambrosio de Morales also mentions our wall in this same
century and in the seventeenth century, Castellá Ferrer and Pallarés and Gayoso
also write about it, in general repeating the assertions of Molina, as Risco does during the eighteenth century. However, all the evidence was in narrative and there
had not existed any graphical or figurative trace from the period …up until now.
And this is because the situation is starting to change. It was Ms Encarnación Lago,
manager of the Museo Provincial of Lugo and the Pazo of Tor, who has kindly
provided me with an unpublished sketch dated in 1757 that had been kept in the
archives of the Pazo which was very interesting. I already knew the mentioned
map from 2003, when the previous President of the Diputación had the courtesy to show it to me. Since then I have been looking forward to its publication,
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encouraging the librarian Ms Mercedes Salvador, who was the true discoverer of
the finding, to publish it as soon as possible and I offered my help should she consider it necessary. In any case, I am deeply grateful to both the manager and the
librarian of the Museum for the deference they had shown to me.
The sketch and document are contained in a folding sheet of brownish drawing paper, of about 40 by 30 cm that has a tough texture. Although the paper is
fairly wasted around the folding edges it can still be read and the totality of its
content can be distinguished, and it will be detailed as follows starting by the
legends placed in the top left quadrant.
A.	Letter A shows the castle that had recently been built by the Esteemed Sir Doctor
Friar Francisco Izquierdo, Bishop and Lord of this city. Bearing this in mind, I
measured its length and height, without any deceitfulness or fraud, as shown by
the scale that can be found on the map, and as sculptor and architect I executed it.
B.	Letter B shows the part of the mentioned castle that has recently been built, with
the old construction being demolished while on the western side it was built again.
C.	Letter C is the terrain and the house that Don Carlos Suárez claims to own.
D.	Letter D shows the garden of the town-crier of this city, which Don Carlos Suárez
claims to be a permute or exchange that the city did to him and is in dispute.
E.	Letter E shows the ancient castle with the arms of a bishop which is now demolished as due to its age as it was in ruins and in danger of collapsing and in whose
place the new one was built, although in this map it appears separately.
F.	Letter F shows the side of the mentioned castle, which was also in ruins.
G.	Letter G shows the garden that the castle has on the east side, with its ruins of
wall, moat and counter-moat.
H.	Letter H shows the lands and domain of the castle.
I.	Letter I shows the enclosure of the castle with its wall on the western side.
9.	The number nine is the house of the firework maker and town-crier of the city,
where he can climb up the wall.
On the 22nd of June 1757 myself, Agustín Baamonde, handed in the true map
that was measured geometrically on its length and width, as it is placed in these
lands, and it is explained on the mentioned map in a sheet of cartridge paper signed
in the four sides of the map, which I verify and sign in the city of Lugo.
Agustín Baamonde (signed). There are also signatures in the other three sides.
On the edge of the parapet the inscription referring to the indication of the
annexe towers reads: “These show the walls”. On the floor of Campo Castillo, in
capital letters and indicating a street it says: camino real del ca(m)po del castillo.
In the back side of this path and on a frame appears: “Casa y Guerta de d(o)n
Carlos Suarez”. Behind the previous house, the sign: “Way to climb to and descend
from the wall”. At half way, on both side buttresses of the Viejo castle, the legend:
“the drum towers and buttresses of the castle”.
Turning around the map and over the margin appears: “Casa de Ioseph Mosquera”,
behind one of the properties whose plants mark one of the sides of the street. Would
this Mosquera be related to the well known tower that has the same name?
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In the map there are as well the scale and the acronyms for the cardinal
directions (East and West), in addition to the alienation of the plots with two
rows of attached houses.

From the point of view of the motives, there seems to be a dispute regarding the
property rights of several participants, amongst whom is the Archbishopric itself,
who owns most of the properties including the castle and the council which would
include the house and garden of the town crier-firework maker which is annexed
to the wall on the inside and located in front of the house and garden of the third
character involved in the issue, don Carlos Suárez, who would have had exchanged
such properties with the council previously and was now claiming them back.
On the other hand, from the perspective of the drawing the most interesting aspect is the representation of the castle that existed at the time in the field
called Campo del Castillo and that had been built transversally on a section of
the wall corresponding to three towers and their correlative curtains. There is
a gate that links with the exterior that had been newly opened or reused and
which had for its own defense the contiguous towers and parapet. It is even possible that this gate was coincident with a previous Roman gate, since it is in the
exact continuation of the cardo maximus of the city.
There is an area assigned as domains of the castle outside the mentioned opening of the wall, which is called garden, and in which are located the ruined wall
of the fortress, its moat and outer ditch. But also in the inside there is an area
annexed to the Campo del Castillo which is attributed to its domains. However,
when substituting the old fortress by a new construction built on the same location which, as per the words of the architect, it is represented out of place, we find
that the two buildings have been represented on the map: the disappeared and the
substitute. In addition to this, there are represented as well the house and garden
of Carlos Suárez, the neighbours of the town crier-firework maker, the layout of
several paths and accesses to the wall with their corresponding names, etc.
As a conclusion, we understand that the dispute was amongst three parts: the
Archbishopric, the Council and an individual Carlos Suárez. Also, we are aware that
Bishop Izquierdo would have requested the elaboration of a detailed map at the
scale for the location of the terrains and properties of Campo Castillo to his architect and sculptor of the recently finished work, Agustín Baamonde, who delivered
the task with accuracy. What is not so clear is what was the destiny of this document
or how did the dispute end. In any case, it is not an issue related to the purpose of
our narrative and therefore we will leave it for the historians of that period.
Our focus will now be the analysis of two sections of the Roman wall that
depart respectively to the east and the west from the two sides of the stairs. In
the direction of the east and from the stairs, there are four towers, with the first
one still called today the arch of La Mosquera. All of them have three closed
arches on their basement, except for the third one in which the top is missing.
However at present there are only four remaining cylinders up to the Porta
Toletana or of San Pedro and therefore the mentioned section in the drawing is referring to this stretch. On the other hand, if we start counting from the stair towards the
west, there are represented more or less completely the remains of another four, two
at each side of the castle, and in addition to them another two should be accounted
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Map of the area of Campo Castelo.
Annex to the wall and modern castle in
its two phases, designed by the sculptor
and architect Agustín Baamonde in 1757
254

(Archive Pazo de Tor)

for, which were buried under the fortress, which was constructed, as per the document, at the end of the fifteenth century. Therefore, the visible towers would be
eight, plus another two under the castle, that would make ten in total. In any case,
the architect and sculptor Agustín Baamonde represents in the drawing, with not
much perspective but with a lot of expression and detail, the profile of each tower. In
some of them the structure remains up to a height above from the first floor’s arched
windows, which are always three as they can still be seen in La Mosquera, while
in others the arch is open and the rest, mostly in the western section, only show
the bottom of the ruined walls. It is part of the wonderful archaeological landscape
that we could admire nowadays around the whole of the wall if Alejo de Andrade’s
reformations of the nineteenth century would have been done at this time, since we
would be looking with delight at an eruption of ruined needles emerging from the
parapet instead of just having the lonely sample of the Mosqueira. But history is history and it is not worth complaining; others were less fortunate.
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I do not have room for more. I would only like to restate the importance of
this document that others will be able to explore with more judgement than me
in this emergency edition. In any case, the illustration that we are making public
now provides more information on the appearance of the top half of the wall
than the only other available picture in relation to this topic, from the publication Seminario Pintoresco Español of 1850.

The new political, economic social and religious climate in Lucus Augusti
The reorganisation of the Roman provinces
At the end of the third century and the first years of the fourth, the political changes
that occurred within the Empire were in general very deep and transcendental, not
only due to the division into four large administrative areas or sectors that were each
governed by a tetrarch, augustus o caesar, depending on the case, but also because
the provinces have been reorganised, increasing in number and grouping in larger
scope units called dioceses which were also grouped in prefectures. Therefore, in
the Iberian Peninsula there were six or seven provinces, depending on the period
considered, which depended on the Dioecesis Hispaniarum. This diocese was lead
by a vicarius, who was as well the governor of the Provincia Lusitania, with capital in Emerita Augusta (Mérida). In addition to this, the diocese of Hispania, along
with other neighbouring dioceses, depended on the Prefecture of Gaul, which was
under the command of a Praetorian Prefect who was a direct subordinate of the
correspondent tetrarch. One of the newly created Hispanic provinces, created out
of the extensive Citerior, was the so-called Gallaecia, whose territory would not be
just limited to the Conventus of Lugo and Braga, like in the case of the ephemeral Hispania Superior of Caracalla, but would also cover the Conventus asturicensis
and cluniensis, up to the eastern end of Cantabria and expanding southwards on
the lands of Burgos and Soria in the Meseta up until the Segovian lands of Cauca
(called Coca at present), which was the hometown of the Emperor Theodosius, as
indicated by Hydatius. The capital of this province would be located in Bracara,
and although initially it would only a presidial governor would be allocated, which
is of a lower rank than governors in other provinces, at the end of the fourth century it would be assigned another governor, this time of consular rank and with
the same category as the ones of Lusitania and Baetica. The proof that this administrative reformation was carried out between 284 a.D and 297 a.D, as Chastagnol
asserts, would be the fact that Gallaecia already had a presidial governor in 298 ad.
The motives for this new provincial organisation are unknown, although
there are investigators who link it with a more efficient collection of the annona
tax, which was now based on the quality and extension of the lands, in addition
to the units of labour.
But the new provincial division involved the corresponding new administrative organisation in the following sectors: public, military, legal, etc. And this
would have as a consequence an increase in the bureaucracy, with the number
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Map of Hispania in the decline period

(Idea by the author)

of people in each officium or governor cabinet being between 50 and 100 and
most of them were people coming from the different army environments, as
they seem to suggest names such as palatini, for the central service, or cohortales
for the provincial service or the primipilares, once they were retired.
With regards to the specific functions of the high management, it could be
said that the Vicar’s were mostly honorific and coordination functions, such as
supervising the diocese, ensure the correct transfer of the annona, appeals of a
legal nature, etc. On the other hand, the specific tasks of the governors were the
punctual collection of the annona within their area of influence, ensuring that
the cursus publicus would work properly, the planning and maintenance of public works or the administration of common law, amongst other functions.
There were also specific officia (departments) in charge of the financial issues
known as a rationibus, with the rationalis summarum (general administration of
economic issues) and the rationalis rei privatae (Heritage of the State).
These representatives liked to be involved in an environment of quasi-baroque
ceremonials and pompous exhibitions, and at the same time they enjoyed substantial tax breaks such as the exemption of certain taxes, allowance of a portion of the
annona and occasional gifts although these would be banned by Theodosius later.

The new military organisation
Another reform that soon would become noticeable is the military, of which we have
attestation through the so-called Notitia Dignitatum (42, 1, 25 ss.), document that in
making a reference to the Diocesis Hispaniarum, mentions the troops comitatenses,
which consist of five legions and eleven auxilia (auxiliary units) although we do not
have any vestiges of them in our area. Also mentioned in the document are the
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border troops, or limitanei, which included the well known Legio VII Gemina, which
was based in León and is at the time managed by a prefect who also commands
another five auxiliary cohors from the mentioned legion and each one of them was
commanded by a tribune. These cohors were; the Cohors I Celtiberum, at this point
already based in Iuliobriga (cerca de Reinosa); the Cohors I Gallica, based on Veleia
(Iruña, Vitoria); the Cohors II Gallica, based in the Cohort Gálica which up to now
has not been located, the Cohors II Flavia Pacatiana, based in Rosinos de Vidriales
(Zamora) and the most interesting one for our narrative, the Cohors Lucensis, based in
Lucus Agusti. There is an apparent but noticeable contradiction in considering these
troops as border troops (limitanei), because such border does not seem to have been
found in the North of the peninsula, since if it had existed, the total of its garrisons
would have been under the command of a dux (duque) or a comes (conde) and not
under the command of a magíster militum praesentalis as the source mentioned above
states was the case. However, there are authors that interpret the line of the Douro
as proper limes against Cantabrians and Vascones, a theory that today has little followers. It is more likely, as others suggest, that this network of fortified cities could
have been established at a prudential distance from the coast, in order to defend the
Cantabrian coast that was at the time an objective of the periodical razzias of the
Franks, who in 298 ad will force the Emperor Maximian to do his utmost against
their landings and those of the Mauri, both in Hispania and Africa. Proof of this, is
the dedication found in Mérida erected to this Augustus for that reason.
Nevertheless, something to highlight on the new defensive organisation is that
at the end of the fourth century there would be already a military force in Lugo, the
Cohors Lucensis, in charge of the defense of not only the city but of a large hinterland
that expanded up to the Cantabrian coast. A different issue would be to determine the
location of its base camp. Obviously, it was not in the towers of the wall, as in some
occasions it can be read or heard, except for isolated tasks of vigilance or defense.
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Roman military organization of the
decline period in the north of the peninsula
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(Map by the author)

Camp legionary
Auxiliary unit camp
Walled villages

The city development

257 Cut of a big sewer in the decline period
(excavations of Lugo) (MSA)

In the meantime, how was the urban life in Lugo developing? We assume that,
initially, it would follow the standards of a real municipality, as it could have
been expected for such an advanced period. However, the economic and social
conditions are not the same as they were in the early empire and this would
have its consequences, as per some essayists, in the decadence of the city. On
the other hand, other authors provide examples of evidenced vitality for a series
of cities, both Hispanic and African. Even in the northwest, if the adjective dive
(rich) that Ausonius assigns to Bracara was not just a rhetorical resource, we could
think that Lucus Augusti could have held a similar category. It has even been
said that the urban decadence, had it happened, would have been due to the
mentality of the governors of the new municipalities rather than to economic
factors. As a consequence, it could be concluded that each region had different
characteristics and therefore, it would be pretentious to apply the same logic
for all of them. In any case, based on the general circumstances of the moment,
we assume that the fact of being a curial in any of the stratum of the municipality at that time was not an honour, but more of a burden, and in certain occasions impossible to endure. In addition to this we should mention the significant
decrease in the number of epigraphic documents that evidence euergetism with
regards to the Early Empire; so as a consequence, we do not believe that in this
historical moment there was a time of splendour of the urban life at all.
In the case of Lugo, particularly, we are negatively surprised by two factors,
somehow related. In the first place, the absence almost generalised of urban epigraphs that could be dated after the third century, and in the second, if the altars
to the gods and the tombstone dedicated to the deceased that were found in the
wall are all, as evidenced by the analysis of their epigraphic texts, of previous
dates to the start of the fourth century, then, where are the inscriptions that had
been manufactured during the fourth and fifth centuries? And correspondingly,
was the sacred area of the forum still active and the epitaphs still being made of
granite? These are some of the questions that are still to be answered.
Things seem to go better in the scope of the evidenced urban reformations
of the city during this period, such as the previously explained construction of
large cesspools for the sewage draining, the repaving of the urban roads or the
expansion of the craft activity towards the new areas gained thanks to the layout
of the wall. Nevertheless, it will be necessary to wait until, in a time not too far
away, the enormous amount of unearthed material obtained from the archaeological excavations carried out in the city during the last 25 years can be analysed, so that we can have an informed conclusion. 257

The agricultural economy and the commerce
With regards to the municipal territorium, and as happened during the Early
Empire, we do not have enough information to define it; therefore we are
forced to using generic references to the city environment instead. Although,
even this way, it is difficult to make references to the later period of the possible
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establishments since there are practically no scientific excavations and as a consequence, even when the roman presence can be evidenced in certain sites, it is
impossible to determine the diachrony in its periods.
We do not know, in the first place, the importance achieved by the potential Roman villas spread on the territorium in that period, however, by comparing the existing remains with the ones in the Meseta, their modesty is more
than evident. As a consequence, it does not seem to be appropriate, due to the
lack of data, the establishment of a comparison city/countryside around Lugo
such as the one that Palol attempted on that other area. In any case, the coincidence of important archaeological vestiges found in villages with toponyms such
as Crecente, Esperante and Meilán, which suggest the existence of a potential
late roman possessor, along with the existence of relevant remains from the late
Roman period next to other remains from an earlier date, like in the case of
Saamasas and Santa Eulalia de Bóveda, suggest the possibility of the existence of
a relatively prosper agriculture around the city.
On the other hand, the typical Castro settlements from the region have not
been well analysed either, although a well defined level of late empire remains
can be established in them. Only Viladonga, the only one that has been excavated in detail, could be considered as the paradigm of a fairly prosperous late
occupation, or re-occupation, of these settlements. It would not be surprising
that some of them, given their excellent defensive features, like in the case of
Viladonga or the Castro of Vilamaior de Narón, could be identified with the
castella tutiora that are mentioned by Hydatius in his Chronicle. If this was the
case, the city and the countryside, more than contrary or different would be
complementary, at least up until the phase of Suebian depredation. In any case,
the purpose of the Roman State for establishing its economical reformation was
to ensure the collection of the annona or in-kind contribution both quantity and
quality. In order to secure these conditions there were, in the locations where
the annona was to be received and controlled, measurement unit systems of
reference which were marked with an inscription to the corresponding emperors in its external surface as proof of validity. One of these measurement units
is the so-called modio of Ponte Puñide (Gonzar, near Santiago) which was a
void cylinder with capacity for a modio of cereal. It has an external perimetral
258

Castro of Viladonga. Sky view

(Museo de Viladonga)
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259 Main trading ways during the decline
period and late antiquity (Map by the author)

Colony of Oriental and Jewish traders
Findings of Visigoth coins outside the Iberian
Peninsula

inscription referring to the group of reigning emperors between 367 ad and 375
ad, who were Valentinianus, Valente and Gracianus. 258 259
A similar date could correspond to the weight of a set of Roman scales, which
was a small solid bronze cylinder that had a ring in order to be hung. It also had
the inscription “P II” in its top side, referring, no doubt, to the weight that
it represented. 260
Without speaking specifically of the scope of the agricultural economy, we
could mention that the gold mining activity, which in other times had been
buoyant, would have stopped in the whole of the Hispanic northwest, as per

Roman scale weight with the inscription: PIII,
that is, pondera III (tría), or three Roman pounds
equivalent to about 900 grams (MSA)
260
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Scene of a shopkeeper weighing with a
Roman scale (Rheinisches Landesmuseum Trier. Thanks to
260 b

Dieter Planck)
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Domergue. In addition to this, the situation in our territory would be marginal, even worse than in the rest of the Hispania, as per Javier Arce, since there
were only a few products to be exported, mostly horses, with them being indispensable for the cavalry units of the army, the cursus publicus and the circus
shows. However, the transport of the livestock or other merchandises to Rome
would be expensive, as expressed by the consul Symmaco who attempted to buy
horses in Hispania for the shows that he was preparing to celebrate that his son
had been promoted to the Roman prefecture. At this point, the collegia or late
empire guilds, which had been constituted as private associations, would have
been transferred to the public services and the navicularii, who were in charge
of transporting the annona to Rome and Constantinople from different places,
would replace the previous negotiatores vinarii, olearii and frumentarii (wine, oil
and wheat suppliers). In any case, the use of the cursus publicus without justification and without its due evectio (authorisation) was a punishable act, as happened to the abusive vicar of a diocese whom was fined accordingly. It should
be mentioned, that the maintenance of the cursus publicus was a hard task that
was still the responsibility of the inhabitants of each district. Around the middle of the fourth century, the emperor Julianus thought of changing this, making it public and free, but his early death did not allow him to put it in place.
However, it is much easier to detect within our scope and as a result of the
commercial relationships, imported goods such as grey ceramics and late sigillatas, Hispanic and African; Palestinian amphoras with diverse products from
the eastern Mediterranean and the African coast, as per the recent findings
1

3

Peck of Ponte Puñide, nearby Santiago
de Compostela. It is a bronze measure
with a capacity of a peck of cereal. Its
validity was granted because it had an
Imperial inscription referred to Valentinian
and Valens engraved on its external part
260

(Museo Arqueológico Nacional)

A small display of products imported
during the decline period (Sala Porta Miñá)
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1. Pieces of glass, one of them with a cross with
equal arms
2. Two pieces of a great African clay tray with
relief decoration
2

3. Golden ring with a gem

4

4. Lamp of the decline period
5. Late Hispanic sigillata bowls

5
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from Lugo and the Atlantic coast of Galicia; glass imported from Central
Europe and Alexandria; harnesses, parts of carriages and horses of different
origins. All this proves the undeniable purchasing power of the elite of inhabitants of Lugo. Obviously the currency, despite being frequently devalued, was
the indispensable element for the purchasing of imported goods, as established
by the tables of Diocletian’s edictum de pretiis (regulation of prices and salaries
established by the State). All this would lead to the hoarding of the best metals
and therefore to the subsequent lack of money for the commercial transactions.
And effectively, it would have been the intrinsic value of the coin or simply the
greed, rather than the fear of foreign attacks, which caused the accumulation of
small treasures, more or less significant, that appeared in the Galician area, and
more particularly in Lugo. 262

1

2

The new social classes
The social strata would have also been the objective for a profound renovation. The preferential position on the new pyramid would be occupied by the
higher posts in the administration, which were the illustres and clarissimi, who
would soon be joined in the cities by the episcopus (bishop), who held religious
and civil powers
These are followed by the potentiores, who do or do not reside in the city
and have large estates with a luxurious residence in the surroundings, which
generated around them pre-feudal relationships with the inhabitants of their
area of influence.

3

4
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Coins of the decline period (MSA)

1. Small bronze of Licinius Licinianus (front and back)
2. Bronze of Constantius II (front and back)
3. Decline period follis with the Roman head and

The writer Ausonio, who was already a Christian, was one of these Gaul potentiores in the fourth century and in a delightful ode from his Ephemeris he explains the
awakening and the first steps in the morning of a dominus with his class and beliefs:
“Slave, get up and start working. Bring me the sandals and the muslin cape, along
with the tunic that you have prepared to me, because I am going out. Also, open
the running water tap so that I can wash my hands, mouth and eyes.” After this,
the poet enters in his oratory and after praying for a while he went out in the
search of his friends” (Ausonio, ep., 2).

helmet on the front and the representation of the
Capitoline wolf with the twins and over them two
stars as a symbol of the Dioscuros
4. Set of bronze pieces from the decline
period found in the Praza do Ferrol during the
archaeological excavations of 1986

In the third place would be the curiales, who are compulsorily and by inheritance linked to their positions, whose responsibility is almost exclusively to
ensure the collection of the annona, of which they were guarantors by the seizure of their own property.
Lower in the pyramid would be the liberal professionals or those who could
subsist as modest farmers.
And finally, the slaves of any condition; domestic, labourers in the fields
depending on a possessor, colonists, etc., all of them were bound by the law, like
in any other profession, to keep their respective status by inheritance.
And despite this is only a general outline, which in the case of Lugo would
have unavoidable variants, it stills offers a more or less accurate approximation
to what may have happened in reality.
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The introduction of Christianity
However, the greatest and most transcendental of the revolutions of thought
that took place within the Roman domains along the fourth century was the
installation of Christianity as the Empire’s official religion. Focusing in Hispania,
and more particularly on Gallaecia, for the purposes of our narrative and with
the intention of delivering a brief summary of the progressive implementation
of Christianity, it can be stated that the first available news on the existence of
Christian communities in the Hispanic northwest are the testimonies shown in
one of the letters of Saint Cyprian of Carthage from between the years 253 ad to
254 a.D, which was sent to the churches of Astorga and León in order to answer
the questions of their corresponding priests, Basílides and Marcial, with regards
the relationship with the Christians who despite having had bought the written
proof of the destruction of their idols, had not sacrificed them in reality. This was
during Decio’s prosecution, but the relevant fact is that this letter provides the
evidence for the existence of Christian communities in Astorga and León, which
is a circumstance that can surely be extrapolated to other cities of the Hispanic
northwest, including Lugo. And somehow confirming such early evidence, half
a century later and already in the fourth century, we find amongst the signatories of the proceedings of the Elbira, the names of Decencio, bishop of León
and Luxurio, priest of Braga but the name of Lugo is not mentioned. However,
at this point there is no data on the particular organisation of the churches in
each city, or about the role that its corresponding strata would play. It should be
borne in mind that we are still at the beginning of the fourth century and still
submerged in the latest of the prosecutions, that of Diocletian, which was the
swansong of the State’s official paganism, and since the immediate promotion of
Constantine to the highest scales of the tetrarchy would be conducive to freedom
edicts, such as the one of Milán, in addition to the protection of Christianity on
the whole of the scope of the empire, but he would also put in place a policy of
conversion to the new creed which would be continued by his immediate heirs up
until Julianus, who in 361 ad unsuccessfully tried to turn back to the traditional
religious practices. However, at that time the number of Christian communities
had increased exponentially, mostly in the cities, with thousands of basilicas and
oratories having been erected next to the traditional temples, if they had not
been built with the rubble coming from their demolition. These new buildings
were assigned to the practise of the new religion, since the process of dissemination of Christianity through the empire had reached such an intensity that in the
last two decades of the century, during Theodosius reign, it would not only have
reached the category of official religion, but it also had become the only religion
after the pagan practices were banned by decree.
However, and despite such remarkable advancements in the general scope
of the Empire, there are no references to the Christian communities of the
Hispanic northwest during the middle decades of that same century and, in
particular, regarding Lucus, the sources maintain the most persistent silence.
However, once the fifth century started, there are several testimonies referring
to Christian characters of the moment, mostly from the area of Bracara; some
of them were imbued with the Priscillianist doctrines but most of them, by
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either force or own will, were opposed to them, especially after the condemnations of the Priscillian’s doctrines, when he was still alive, by the councils
of Zaragoza (380 ad) and Bordeaux (384 ad). However, after the death of this
character, his followers multiply everywhere, and particularly in the extreme
regions of the province of Gallaecia, which is the area occupied by the current
Galicia and the north of Portugal. A new council had to be summoned in order
to study the ways to stop such a rapid expansion, and Toledo was selected as the
see for its celebration. The relevance of this for the purpose of our narrative
resides in the fact that amongst the bishops signatories of the proceedings of
this Great Assembly, the only one identified is Exsuperancio, which seems to
be from Gallaecia, in particular from Celenis (Caldas de Reis at present) that
was located within the Conventus iudiricus of Lugo, and therefore it is the
first time that Lugo is alluded, even if it is in an indirect manner. However,
two or three years later and as an appendix of that same Council requested by
Pope Leo I, some rules are established to fight heresy and the bishops of the
different Hispanic provinces take part in their writing, except the bishops of
Gallaecia, who are not involved for unknown reasons. Therefore these rules
have to be transmitted ad Balconium espicopum Gallaeciae (to Balconio, bishop
of Gallaecia), who is actually the metropolitan of Gallaecia and also bishop of
Bracara, in order for him to put the rules in place in his province. In this appendix twelve bishops have been mentioned; four of them are heretic and another
six had been Priscillianist but had been readmitted to the orthodox communion. Amongst the latter were Symphosio and Dictinio, who, as per Hydatius,
were bishops of Gallaecia who, along with the others, had abjured heresy. The
names of another two bishops were mentioned in the proceedings: Balconio de
Braga, to whom, as we already mentioned, the conclusions of the council were
sent and someone called Ortigius, whose origin is not explicit. However, we
know where he is from through Hydatius’s Chronicle which asserts that this
character had been ordained in Celenis and driven out of his diocese due to the
electoral fuss caused by the Priscillianists. And this is the reason for appearing
in the conclusion of the appendix of the First Council of Toledo the sentence:
“We sentence that our brother Ortigius should be returned to the churches that
he had been expelled from”.
Therefore, it is clear that Ortigius had remained in the orthodox side,
appearing in the council as a loser, in the eyes of the Priscillianist. Díaz y Díaz
poses the following question: What would be the potential relationship between
this Ortigius, ordained in the municipality of Celenis and the Exsuperancio,
who signs the proceedings of the first Council and who also, comes from the
same place? The author assumes that they would not be the same character, but
he does not give any further clarification on the issue. He asserts that if these
bishops, who are explicitly mentioned in the proceedings of the Council, are
not assigned a specific diocese it is because Gallaecia does not follow the traditional pattern, since only major communities that are the capitals for a district
or area would be governed by a bishop, and they would constitute this way a
future diocese. In our opinion, however, that difference would not exist if the
municipalities are included, since there are two capitals of municipalities, which
are Celenis in the case of Exsuperancio and Ortigius, and Aquae Flaviae in the
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case of Hydatius, the only ones that are mentioned as an Episcopal which is see
administratively subordinated to the capital of the Conventus or province and
this suggests that it was likely that the municipality was the basic unit for the
constitution of a Christian community led by a priest or bishop. This is justified
since the fluctuations in the names for one and the other are well known and the
same thing happens between the diocese and parishes in the primitive structure
of Church. On the other hand, and with regards to the question posed by Díaz
y Díaz and that he did not answer himself, we believe that a solution could be
found if we identify Exsuperancio with the Priscillianist bishop of Celenis, who
would be one of the six bishops that had abjured their error in the Council of
Toledo, and Ortigius with the orthodox prelate who, as expressed by Hydatius,
is given back his churches. We would discuss this topic again, but we would
like to highlight that it was around the initial years of the next century that we
start having an intensity of sources concerning relevant individuals in relation
to the culture, particularly for the area of Braga, as the case of Paulo Orosio,
the two Avitos, Hydatius of Chaves, the nun Egeria, or even Baquiario; most
of them took part in well known educational journeys on the north of Africa
and Palestine in order to learn from the wisdom of the popes Eulogio, Teófilo,
Agustín and Jerónimo and to act as messengers of the events that were taking
place in those regions at that time.
But since in this first period of Christian emergence that occurred between
the edict of Milan and the German invasion of 509 ad the written news on
Christianity in Lugo are practically inexistent, it should be evaluated whether
the archaeological findings could throw some more light on the issue.
The difficulty lies in the establishment of the chronology of the different
vestiges of the one culture which sometimes superposes its timely frontiers
which are used to establish its diachrony. In that sense, we would not hesitate
in assigning to the remaining years of this sub period (last years of the fourth
century and the first years of the fifth) the pictorial phase of Santa Eulalia de
Bóveda, with the upper nave dedicated to the celebration of Eucharist and the
lower one for baptistery, as it can be deduced from epigraphical fragments and
representation of Christian symbols on marble fragments and also the quality
and motifs of the pictorial representations, as we have concluded in a precedent study.
The declaration of Christianity as the official religion of the Empire affected,
not only to the urban world, but also the rural in a moment in which the large
farming exploitations, which normally belonged to only one possessor, took in many
settlers who were before independent and now they had to look for the protection
of a tycoon due to the abusive fisco, who was the greatest depredator.
On the other hand, many of these possessores embraced the Christian faith and
considered it as their duty to erect places for the celebration of the new cult, where
on Sundays and holidays the inhabitants of their corresponding domains could meet.
In some cases old sanctuaries are transformed in oratories for the cult of the
new religion, but in many others newly made temples are erected, which are decorated in some cases with simplicity and in other with sumptuousness, depending
on the religious convictions and the generosity of each possessor.
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Broken inscription from the surroundings
of the pool of Santa Eulalia de Bóveda.
It seems related to the rite of baptism,
since at the beginning of the first of the
fragments it may be the word [me]rsit and
at the beginning of the second, there is the
beginning of the word Ch^res[tus], that is, it
refers to Christ (Museo Diocesano de Lugo)
263

With regards to Santa Eulalia de Bóveda, the archaeological vestiges reveal
the existence of a large Roman villa in the nearby area, with a fortified settlement included in its domains, called the Castro of Corvazal, which was possibly
re-occupied during the late empire. However, the icon, which still remains, of
the splendour that this area reached during the late empire is represented by the
Christian basilica dedicated to Santa Eulalia. This is a previous sacred building,
initially consecrated to the Nymphs and later, possibly to eastern divinities related
to the Egyptian cults, for being transformed later, after the final years of the fourth
century, in a Christian Basilica, which motif will go through a deep internal renovation: the half-barrel vaulted nave of the pseudo-crypt was divided in three; columns were aligned following the line of the width of the pool, which was located
in the centre; the triangular skylights that were above the windows in the facade
were blocked with opus caementicium ; all the interior was decorated with naturist scenes of foreign themes, which involves the presence of foreign models. The
upper nave would be dedicated to the celebration of the Eucharist while the lower
one seems to have been assigned to a baptistery, a function that seems to be confirmed by one of the exempt epigraphs found inside. In fact, apart from the fact
that the epigraph seems to be related to the pool, Christ seems to be mentioned
on it, under the archaic Greek term Chrestos, which Tacitus had already used in
the first century when talking about the Christians of Rome. In addition to this,
what can be deduced from the text is that it is talking about penitence and possibly
immersion, although this is not certain. 263 264
On the other hand, a large marble plaque which belonged to the inner coating
of the crypt has a fish engraved on its surface, which confirms the paleochristian
environment, since the fish is an allegory to the Eucharistic mystery. Therefore,
the adaptation to the new Christian cult in one of its last phases would transform
this basilica into the most important pictorial ensemble of the period in Galicia,
and possibly in the whole of the peninsula. 265

Marble plate with the engraving of a fish, a
clearly Christian motif (Museo Diocesano de Lugo)
265

Marble capital and base of a
Paleochristian or Visigoth basilica of the
City of Lugo (Sala Porta Miñ
266

Interior of Santa Eulalia de Bóveda
corresponding to the time of its Christianization
264
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A similar thing could be said about the architecture of the church of
Esperante, which is loaded with features from that period, and potentially
holding the mausoleum of a great personality of the period. However, it is possible that this temple could be assigned to a later period, totally visigothic. In
the area, there still remain architectural elements such as the arch of the apse
and even the apse itself. And in the city, in addition to the mosaic-paved pool
which is buried under the ground of the Plaza of Santa María, other marble
column elements have appeared, that could be assigned to the centuries V/VI
and which claim the existence of a basilica in the city, at least of this period. If
Braga and Astorga had several basilicas in which the terrorised communities of
faithful people looked for shelter from the Theodorician pillages carried out
in the middle of the fifth century, as per Hydatius, it is because the Christian
communities and their temples were deeply rooted in the cities. It could be
assumed that in Lugo a similar thing happened two years later in Astorga, when
the Suebi took the city when its inhabitants thought that these Germans, some
Catholic and some Arians in those days, would not dare to desecrate an agreed
truce on the day of Easter. 266 267
It is possible, in the small findings that this early paleochristianity becomes
more manifested. And we are referring to the several Chi-Rho symbols on luxurious ceramics, ring bezels decorated with three inserted fishes or Chi-Rho
symbols which appears together with an Alpha and an Omega in asymmetrical ends, as well as graffito representing a sailing boat, which is the symbol of
church, or reliefs on African sigillata ceramics with references to Jonah and
his boat under the allegory of Ulysses, we can also mention the votive bronze
lamp, with double snuff and the entangled Chi-Rho symbol in the manner of
a lábaro on the handle and the necessary devices to give light hanging from a
rope or thin chain, which is kept in the Diocesan Museum of Lugo. 268 269 270

Chi Rho on a late sigillata pottery. Found
in the excavation of Ánxel Fole, n.o 11, it was
already a Christian burial (MSA)
268

268 b Engraving of a boat and trees on
sigillata pottery, possibly representing the
Church as an institution (MSA)

269 Signatory ring with the stone decorated
with fish silhouettes in negative in order to
make the relief at the time of sealing. It is
dated from the 3rd century, and it may be
Christian (MSA)

Pool of the Praza de Santa María found
by Vázquez Seijas (photo) in the middle of
the last century. It may be the remnants of a
Paleochristian baptistery
267
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Christian Chi Rho under one of the arches
in Ponte Bibei (Photograph by Mani Moretón)
271

On the other hand, and moving on to the rural scope in the Conventus iuridicus, we would not hesitate in assigning to this period the following elements:
the precious Chi-Rho symbol of A Ermida de Quiroga, along with other marble
vestiges that appear there; the Chi-Rho symbols that have recently been made
public by Santiago Ferrer and myself in one of the arches of Ponte Bibei; the
front of the sarcophagus that has the decoration of the adoration of the Magi
from Temes (Carballedo); the memorial stone from Tines (A Coruña). However,
this does not allow us to suggest that the origins of Christianity in the rural of
Lugo are different from the city. 271 272 273
Nevertheless, the conversions to Christianity of the fourth and beginning of the fifth centuries, which were massive in occasions, left a great deal
to be desired concerning the Christian practice, as it could be asserted that
Christianity and paganism would coexist not only during the fourth and fifth
centuries but also in the two following, given the record of proceedings from
the council that are available to us, starting with the synod of Elvira, for whoever wanted to read its canons.

Paleochristian bronze lamp of unknown
origins, although it may be from Lugo.
The presence of the Chi Rho is evident
270

272

Chi Rho from A Ermida de Quiroga

(Museo Diocesano. Lugo)

Fragment of the front of the sarcophagus of Temes (Carballedo) with the scene of the adoration of
the wise men (Museo Diocesano. Lugo)
273
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The Suebian period of depredation
and settlement (409-476)

ii

We highlight this new section with this header because, with the Germanic invasion of the peninsula in 409 ad and the subsequent occupation of Gallaecia by
the Suebi, the pax romana, which had been restored with so much effort in the
last decades of the third century, is now shattered again at the beginning of the
fifth century, which also shook the foundations of a growth that had been so difficult to revitalise. The calamitous situation in the first years of the fifth century
is reflected in the narrative on the development of the events written by Hydatius,
an exceptional chronicler of the events, who was a native of the city of the Limici
and bishop of Aquae Flaviae (Chaves, Portugal). In the first paragraphs of his
Chronicle he summarises both his calling card and the basics of the general situation at that moment, using the words that we have translated into our particular
version: “After having been chosen for the episcopate without being worthy and
not only acknowledging the difficulties of these miserable times we are living but
also being conscious of the increasing adversities that the Roman Empire will
have to face, I believe that we have set goals for this narrative that are too ambitious. On the other hand, we can even add more deplorable issues to what we have
already mentioned, since in Gallaecia we have been witnessing the sorry spectacle
of a clergy that is being promoted to their positions by unclear elections and in
practically total absence of freedom, at the same time that we assist in an absolute
decline of religion in the Christian life caused by enraged people moved by lawless nations. We hope that future generations will complete what is said in here”.
During the year 409 A.D, the hordes of Suebi, Vandals and Alans that three
years ago had breached the Renanian borders of the Empire, had been roaming aimlessly through several provinces of Gaul and entered the Iberian peninsula not much earlier than Alaric’s Goths in Italy, where they followed a period
of sacking that would even affect Rome, a city that they would leave months
later to continue towards the south of Gaul and northeast of Hispania. And it is
necessary to highlight these facts, because the intervention of these four ethnic
groups in the immediate future of the Iberian peninsula, along with the interests of the invaded Hispanic-Roman peoples and the liberating attempts carried
out by the imperial authorities, are the opposing forces in a jigsaw that is going
to determine the history of the Hispanic territory along the 5th century. 274
We do not aspire to deliver a complete description of the process, as we do not
have neither space nor time; Our purpose is to set out the essential keys of its development, mostly with regards to the Galician territory and, in particular, Lugo.
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Itinerary of the barbarian invasions

(Map by the author)

During 410 A.D the above mentioned invaders subjected a large part of
the peninsula to fierce depredation, a situation which became even more complicated due to the plague, hunger and further horsemen of Apocalypse that
Hydatius described with frightful harshness.
In 411 ad, once the newly arrived became bored of their forays, they agreed
to draw for the territories to be occupied for each ethnic group. The province of
Gallaecia would correspond to the Hasdingi Vandals and Suebi, with the former
settling in the eastern half and the Suebi in the western half. In the meantime,
the Hispanic-Roman Resistance, which was located up to that time in the walled
cities and hill-forts, are forced to accept the new situation. 275
In 413 ad Narbona is taken by the Goths coming from Italy, and this way
another of the future intervention forces approaches the Iberian stage. A year
later and in this same city their king, Ataulf, married Gala Placidia, who was
Theodosius’s daughter. However, in 416 ad, which Hydatius considers as the
year of his personal conversion, he was expelled from the city by the General
Constancio and he was forced to immigrate to Barcelona with his people, where
he would be killed not long after. It was then that the Goths elected Valia as
his successor, which improved the relationship with General Constancio up
to the extent of the Goths becoming the allies of the Empire and their armed
wing against the Alans and the Silingi Vandals, who had been allocated the
Carthaginensis and Baetica provinces, respectively, after the draw that took
place in 411 ad. The Gothic punishing incursions will continue with great
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275 The initial settlement of the Germanics
in the Iberian Peninsula (Map by the author)
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violence during 417 ad and 418 ad, up to the extent to almost exterminating
the Silingi Vandals in the Baetica. Similar fate would have fell upon the Alans in
the Carthaginensis, where the few that avoided the extermination were forced
to subdue to Gunderic, who was king of the Hasdingi Vandals settled in the
eastern part of the Gallaecia province, as it has been explained previously. At
this point, Valia and the Goth people received from Rome, as a prize for their
services, the right to settle as federates on the Aquitainian plains between Tolosa
and the Atlantic coast. Valia hardly had the chance to enjoy the situation since
he died shortly after, being succeeded in the throne by Theodoric.
While this was happening in Gaule, in the province of Gallaecia the confrontation between king Gunderic’s Hasdingi Vandals and the Suebi was taking
place, during 419 ad and 420 ad, who, against all odds, were cornered by their
enemies in the Narbaso Mountains and subjected to a stifling siege from which
they would only be freed when the Vandals decide to move to the new settlement
that was offered to them in Baetica, following the advice from Austerius, also
called comes Hipaniarum and thanks to the efficient action of vicar Maurocello
against the besieger in Bracara.
After a period of almost a decade of relative calm, under the command of
their king Hermeric, the Suebi breach the tacit peace with the Gallaeci in 430 ad,
by attacking the internal regions of Gallaecia that they occupied. However, the
people in these areas took refuge behind their unassailable castles and by killing
many of their attackers and capturing many others they managed to force the
Suebi to accept an imposed peace and to free the hostages. However, this was
a pyrrhic victory since only a year later they would start fighting again. These
events compelled Hydatius to accept leading an envoy that was addressed to
the powerful Roman general Aetius who was at the time leading the Roman
army in the repression of an uprising in the Gaul territory, which was about to
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be suppressed when Hydatius’s envoy reached its destination. As a consequence
the following year Aetius responded by sending to the Suebian court another
legation led by count Censorius, which was joined by Hydatius and his companions who were on their return journey. In any case, Censorius envoy had an
immediate effect since in 433 ad, when this renowned personality had already
returned to the Court, king Hermeric signed, on behalf of the Suebi and under
episcopal arbitration, a new peace treaty by which the Suebi commited to stop
their depredatory forays and to return to the Gallaeci the families that had been
captured as hostages.
Also in this same year 433 ad, two main events are mentioned in the narrative
of the Bishop of Chaves, which may be related and should not be ignored. Firstly,
he mentions that the Suebian king Hermeric selects Symphosius, who was at
the time the Bishop of Astorga, to head an envoy that the monarch sends to the
court of Ravenna but that did not have any tangible results, as per Hydatius;
And secondly, he asserts that in an unidentified location in the conventus iuridicus of Lugo, Pastor and Syagrius are ordained as bishops, which contradicts the
judgement of the prelate of Lugo, Agresti, with this being the first time that a
bishop from this city is mentioned. Based on these two facts, Tranoy argues the
possible alliance, or at least empathy, between Symphosius and the Suebian king
and possibly as well between the latter and Agresti, and therefore it is possible
to guess, based on these facts, a certain complicity between the monarch and
the priscillianist wing of the Galician clergy, which was still latent and led by
Symphosio and Agresti, in the face of the orthodoxy of Hydatius, Pastor and
Syagrius. This would explain Agresti’s unwillingness to ratify certain episcopal
ordainments, which would be based on the preeminence provided by his role of
Bishop of the conventus’ capital, in a territory that somehow he considered to
be under his jurisdiction.
Amongst the relevant events of the year 435 ad Hydatius highlights the journey to Gallaecia that Germán, who was a priest of the province of Arabia (Jordania),
accomplished. We assume that he would have arrived by sea, in the same way that
in 465 ad the ambassadors that Egidio sent to the African Vandals would travel
back and forth. Therefore, Germán would have possibly disembarked in the port
of Cale, the nearest to Bracara, which confirms that the commercial relationships
ascertained by the archaeological findings were maintained between Gallaecia
and the Mediterranean regions of the Empire during this period.
In 437 ad another imperial envoy was led to the Suebian territory by
Censorio and Fratimundo, which is the cause for the new peace signed by the
Suebi with a section of the Gallaeci in 438, with whom they had been at war.
However, during another envoy, two years later (442 ad) that was also led by
him, Censorio would be captured in Mértola (Portugal) by Rechila, the new
Suebian king that had succeeded Hermeric.
Five years later (445AD) the bishop of Astorga, Toribio, along with Hydatius,
takes part in a commission that had the aim of commencing legal proceedings against the manichees of Astorga, whose conclusions he would send to
Antoninus, who was the bishop of Merida although at that time he was its metropolitan. This gives evidence of the displacement of the priscillianists from the
Asturican episcopal see. This was as well the year in which a certain number of
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Vandal ships land unexpectedly in the coast of Turonio, which is likely to be the
coast of Vigo, where they seized several families of the area as hostages.
However, as proof that León, who was the newly elected bishop of Rome,
was aware that the priscillianism had not been yet overpowered, in 447 ad he
would send to Toribio of Astorga via his deacon Pervinco his own speeches on
Priscillianism along with a complete presentation on the observance of the faith
and the blasphemies of the heretics, for him to make them available to the other
bishops. Some of these bishops agreed, although Hydatius believes that their
recalcitrant pristillianism remained behind the masks of their hypocrisy.
In the following years, up to 451 ad the only relevant facts for Gallaecia are
the death in Merida of the Suebian king Rechila, who was still a pagan and was
succeeded by his son Rechiario, who was already a catholic and who, after marrying a daughter of the Goth king Theodoric, departs to the Ebro central valley
to fight the bagaudae, as his father-in-law had ordered him.
In 451 ad Hydatius takes note of several sidereal prodigies, which happened
mostly when the Goth king Theodoric I died and he is succeeded by his son
Thorismund.
In addition to this, in that same year, Hydatius highlights the occurrence of
earthquakes and miraculous symbols in the sun and in 455 ad he reveals several
breaches of the peace by the Suebi and frequent depredations carried out by
these barbarians through the Tarraconian Province, which up until then had
been untouched and under Roman domination. The warning envoys sent by the
augustus Avitus or Theodoric II, who at the time was the king of the federated
kingdom of Tolosa, are of no use, and therefore a violent confrontation amongst
the parts was expected.
In the meantime, and during this same year, seven ships of the Heruli that
transported 400 men, who were armed with light warlike equipment, suddenly
landed on the coasts of Lugo, although we do not know exactly where. A multitudinary crowd of locals quickly gathered on the beach in order to face them,
but unexpectedly they only could kill two of the pirates. However, given the
unfavourable circumstances, the corsairs went back to their boats and continued
sailing on the coast towards the east, where they fiercely raided the Cantabrian
and Vardulian coasts.
And once more Theodoric II attempts to sign peace with the Suebi, by
sending Rechiario in this same year the umpteenth envoy. However, the
Suebian king rejects all offers and invades again the Tarraconian Province,
deporting to Gallaecia a great number of prisoners after a rapid razzia. This
was a declaration of war to the Goths and to the Empire, so soon a huge Goth
army led by their king Theodoric II would depart from Tolosa to Gallaecia,
following the orders of Emperor Avitus and by the so-called via aquitana
between Asturica and Burdigala. Rechiario came up to them with numerous
Suebian troops at the line of the Órbigo river, which is twelve miles from
Astorga, where, on a Friday in the beginning of October, he suffered a tremendous defeat which apparently was also definitive since he was wounded
and had to seek refuge in the coastal districts of his kingdom, in Portumcale
exactly. Many of the units of the Suebian army had been massacred, others
became captive and many other combatants had to run away following their
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king. Without delay the Goth army followed their traces on the road that
linked Asturica with Bracara, which was then the capital of the Suebian kingdom. They passed Aquae Flaviae, which was the episcopal see of Hydatius,
although we assume that this time the city would not have suffered any sacking since the Chronicle does not make any reference to it. In any case, on
Sunday the 29th of October, Theodoric arrived at the gates of Bracara and
he subjected the city to a humiliating and deliberately cruel foray. A huge
number of Roman citizens are taken prisoner, the basilicas of the saints are
destroyed, the altars are removed and broken, the virgins of the lord are taken
away from their enclosure, although respected, the priests are undressed,
families that had sought refuge in sacred places had been expelled from them
and the temples are converted into stables for the horses, camels and mules of
the invading army. And we must highlight our surprise regarding Theodoric’s
attitude, since it seems contradictory to us in many aspects. Firstly, he captures a large amount of Roman citizens who in theory should have received
him as their rescuer. On the other hand, he throws a foray on the city but they
respect the people. And finally, he is destructive and a profaner with regards
the sacred buildings but at the same time he preserves the physical integrity
of the clergy and the consecrated virgins, despite degrading them through
shocking situations. It looks more like a warning rather than a punishment.
Is it possible that due to Rechiario’s ascension to the throne, a catholic king,
as per Hydatius, the relationship between Suebi and Gallaeci would improve,
and start to flow towards a common project? In fact, the successive envoys
that Teodorico sends to Rechiario after his ascension to the suebian throne in
448 ad, have the purpose of ensuring that the suebian king keeps his fidelity to
the federation agreement that he holds with both Rome and the Goth kings
and moreover that he stops attacking the Tarraconian Province which up to
that date was not federated. However, for some reason, Rechiario keeps invading this province during his eight years in the throne, while surprisingly the
conflicts with the Gallaeci had practically disappeared and then turned into
collaboration. In any case, we assume that something positively special must
have been done by the non-Suebi inhabitants of Bracara for being treated in
such a peculiar manner.
Already in 456 ad and with Theodoric having settled in Braga, the fugitive
Rechiario is captured in Porto and sent to prision by Theodoric, while the rest
of the survivors from the suebian army, excluding certain warriors that are killed,
surrender to the victorious and for this reason Hydatius considers, although
mistakingly, as we will see later on, that the Suebian kingdom is ended.
During the month of December of that same year Rechiario is executed, and
Theodoric moves with his army from Gallaecia to Lusitania. However, when he
was about to attack the capital of this province, Mérida, he becomes terrorised
by certain miracles assigned to the martyr Saint Eulalia so he decides not to do
it. In the meantime, after Theodoric’s departure from Bracara, the Suebi that
were hiding in remote areas of Gallaecia elected Maldrás as their new king.
Meanwhile, bad news arrived from the Gaul to the Goth king at the start
of April in 457 ad so he and his army started the journey back home taking the
road called, Vía de la Plata (road of Silver) up to the mansion of Bedunia (La
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Bañeza). At this point they would change direction towards Hospital de Órbigo
in order to join there the Vía Aquitana and follow it towards the Gaul. On their
way, they allowed a group of ally mercenaries coming from beyond the Pyrenees
the favours of firstly raiding Astorga and then ravaging Tierra de Campos. In
the former, Theodoric’s advance patrols had already carried out pillages when
they entered the city under the pretension of being Roman designataries fighting against the Suebi. However, this time was much worse for the city. They
would put to the sword inhabitants of both genders, profanate churches, destroy
altars, all sacred objects of any value would be stolen and a multitude of people
taken as prisoners, including two bishops that were hiding there amongst the
city clergy. Even the buildings that were outside the city were sacked and burnt.
But the orgy of devastation would continue through Tierra de Campos, with
this Palentian city suffering the same fate as Astorga. Only with the help of God,
in Hydatius’s words, the attackers were stopped at the foot of the unassailable
oppidum of Coyanza, where many of them were killed by the defenders of the
fortress and the survivors went back to the Gaul. Unfortunately, Theodoric had
left in the hands of his violent allies the bloody depredation that he had not
dared to, or had not had the time to, undertake.
Nevertheless, around these times the Suebian kingdom was resurrecting
from its own ashes and although one of their factions recognised Maldrás
as their king and the other Framtano, both wanted peace with the Gallaeci.
However, almost immediately Maldrás’s faction invaded Lusitania, where they
massacred the Romans and stole as much as they could on their way to Lisbon
where they entered with the excuse of peace. In the meantime, another group
of Suebi, also under Maldrás’s command, attacked the districts of Gallaecia
that are closest to the Duero, while the other faction, now led by their new
king Rechimundo, spread the depredational turmoil to other areas in Gallaecia.
At this same time, the Goth army from Tolosa begins new expeditions to the
Baetica province.
In addition to this, in this same year of 459 ad, while on their coastal razzia
towards the Baetic lands, the Heruli stopped by and landed in an unknown point
of the coast of Lugo, in order to sack the different towns in the area.
On the other hand, the killing of several Gallaecian dignitaries by the Suebi
aroused again the hostility between the two nations and the death of Maldrás in
February is of little consolation to the Roman-Gallaecian, despite it being a well
deserved end for him, as per Hydatius words.
But the most remarkable fact in this year 460 ad is the conquest of the city of
Lugo by the Suebi, which Hydatius tells through a complicated narrative, that
we have translated as follows: “On the days of Easter, and thinking they would
be safe because it was a holy time, several Romans that lived in Lugo with their
rector, who was of distinguished lineage, were assasinated by the Suebi during
a sudden incursion”. The function or role of this urban rector has been long
discussed, since it is an unfrequent position at this level in the Roman administration. However, this role it is not unfamiliar for larger circumscriptions in the
late empire organisational charts or within the administrative chart of Liuvigild,
where it had responsibilities at a provincial level. We believe that the presence
of this dignitary (nobili natu, of noble origine, as detailed by Hydatius) suggests
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the existence of an already residual Roman administration, which extremes its
resistance in the only bastion that is likely to withstand. Therefore, the character that we are referring to seems to be more like an emergency government
role rather than a standard position.
But in order to understand better the general context of the background
issues it is necessary to point out that some time before Easter in 460 ad, particularly, in one of the final months in 459 ad the embassadors sent by the master
of the militia, Nepotian, and the count Sunerico have arrived to the Gallaecian
lands with the purpose of announcing that the Emperor Mayoriano and the
Goth king Theodoric had signed a new pact for an unshakeable alliance. On the
other hand, in dates of the same year after the suebian invasion of Lugo, a part
of Mayoriano’s impressive Goth army enters the peninsula in order to board
in Cartagena to go against the Vandals in the north of Africa, but the counts
Nepotiano and Sunerico make them take a detour towards Gallaecia with the
objective of attacking the Suebi from the surroundings of Lugo and the ones in
Dictynium (Monforte).
After this explanation we can understand better the reason behind the
envoy sent by Nepotian and Sunerico, whose aim would not be anything other
than encouraging the Gallaecian-Romans, mostly those with a city with such
strong defences like Lugo that was possibly being sieged already, to face the
Suebi. However they had not been fortunate since the besieged, who had
agreed a truce of non-violence with the enemy due to Easter, had been impiously flouted by their enemies, who acted quickly in order to seize the city
by surprise and massacre its defenders. And it will be after receiving the news
after such a mournful event that Nepotian and Sunerico had decided to send
part of the Goth army of the faction of Rechimundo, who was the successor
of the recently deceased Framtano, to Gallaecia in order to punish the Suebi,
who had been perjurers once more. This suggests that at this point and with
the city of Lugo having capitulated, which was, in theory, the unassailable centre of the Gallaecic-Romans, the bordering districts would already be under
suebian domination. And, as Hydatius does not mention anything about a
hypothetical reconquer of the city by the Goth troops, we have nothing but
to admit that Lugo would continue under suebian domination, a circumstance
which would be confirmed by the devastating forays of Rechimundo through
the districts of the Montes Narbasos and on the coast of the conventus of Lugo,
despite the hostility which starts to emerge between this king and his counterpart Frumario. In fact, it is Frumario who, thanks to the informers Opinio and
Ascanio, imprisoned Hydatius during the month of July of the same year in his
see of Aquae Flaviae and condemned him to an exile of three months. In addition to this, Frumario sacked the conventus bracarensis, which was possibly
the scope of his domain and we assume that, as the previous facts confirm, the
scope of the conventus of Lugo was under Rechimundo’s domination, with the
city of Lugo being its capital already. This circumstance would be confirmed
by the fact that when in 461 ad and within an apparent atmosphere of better
understanding between Suebi and Gallaecian-romans, the latter sent an envoy
to the court of Theodoric, which was led by the Galician noble Palogorio, the
Goth king takes the opportunity to send with Palogorio in his return journey
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his subordinate Cyrila, as the leader of the reply envoy. By chance, they meet
on their way with a third legation, this time sent by Rechimundo to Theodoric,
so this one comes back and accompanies the one coming from Tolosa up to the
city of Lugo, where they are all welcomed by Rechimundo, which proves that
our city was capital of the Suebian kingdom at that moment. However, actually,
the exchange of envoys was useless because in the last months of this same year
the Suebian hordes would return to their bad old ways.
And up until 465 ad we have no more news. In this year, Hydatius highlights
the death of Frumario, which, possibly at the request of Theodoric II and his
political and military support, is the cause for the deposition of Rechimundo by
his supporters, which allowed the reunification of the Suebi under the authority
of one new king, Remismundo, and also the restoration of the peace breached
years ago. However, it is not clear whether at this point the epicentre of power
is transferred from Lugo to Braga, cities that were more or less intact in comparison to the devastation that had been carried our in Astorga.
We will reiterate what we have already said by pointing out that it is in this
same year when the legates of Egidio left by sea, possibly from Bordeaux, in
the month of May, which is already a period open to navigation, and they surround the Hispanic coasts up to the Vandal territory in Africa, coming back by
the same route in September when the mare apertum was about to be finished,
which is the period of navigation that the Romans considered to be safe.
On the other hand, the mutual envoys between Theodoric and Remismundo
are continuous with the Goth king sending to the Suebian monarch in the first
envoy weapons, presents and a wife, and there would be two more to follow.
However, they were vain attempts, since in 466 ad the Aunonense people are
attacked by the Suebi. Again, Theodoric sends a new envoy to Remismundo for
him to stop his violent offensive, but with no result.
Still in 467 ad Theodoric attempts again to achieve peace by sending count
Sela to the Suebian court. We do not know the result; what we do know is that
when he returned to Tolosa, Sela found out that Theodoric had been killed by
his brother Eurico, with the new monarch having been quick to send legates
to the emperor and the Suebian king Remismundo, who would also organise
envoys addressed to Eurico, to the Emperor and to the Vandals in Africa.
During the year 468 ad, Conimbriga was attacked again by the Suebi. Part
of the city walls were destroyed, the inhabitants made prisioners and condemned to exile and the city and its surroundings were devastated. In addition
to this, Hydatius repeatedly mentions several miraculous signals that appeared
in the Gaul territory which did not predict anything favourable for the international overall state. In any case during 469 ad and due to the persistent
attacks by the Suebi to the Lusitanian cities, a Goth army took Mérida while
the Suebi took back the control over Lisbon. Given these circumstances, the
Goths departed from the Lusitanian capital in order to depredate on the Suebi
that were recently settled on the city of the Tajo and along with their Roman
allied they forced them away from Lisbon and they devastated several districts
of Lusitania and later the Asturian conventus. However, in this area they had
been preceded by the Suvi, whom the Aunonenses had sent a peace proposal
not long ago.
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And from here onwards, our chronicler becomes silent, although he mentioned how year the 469 ad had been terrible in all its seasons, which he details
one by one, which caused the total loss of the crops and as a consequence a
period of famine would come, followed by the illnesses and misery that would
be expected. So it is at this point that the chronicler abruptly interrupts his narrative, leaving us with some misterious premonitions. And therefore, the time
interval that exists between this date and the central years of the sixth century
are historically blank, hiding from us the development of the events and the
process of consolidation of the Suebian kingdom.
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The suevian-visigothic phase
of Lucus Augusti (476-714)

iii

The period that we will discuss as follows, obviously in a brief manner, since the
space we have available is short and the sources of information scarce, starts at
the beginning of the last quarter of the fifth century, taking as a reference for its
beginning, firstly, the more than likely death of the chronicler Hydatius in 459 ad
and secondly, the definitive fall of the western Roman empire seven years later, in
476 ad This period that we will now focus on will end with the Arabic invasion in
711 ad, whose consequences will start affecting the city of Lugo from 714 ad
Firstly, we will provide the limited data we have on the historical evolution
of Lucus Augusti during the period of consolidation of the Suevian kingdom as
an independent monarchy, and later we will discuss its role as border city within
the Visigoth kingdom.

The definitive settlement of the Suevi and their conversion to Christianity
The silence of the Hydatian chronicle from 469 ad onwards, leaves a period of
almost 80 years long (469 a.D-550 ad) void of information, since there are no
other alternative sources. However, it would be at this time when the Suevian
kingdom finally set defined territorial limits and abandon their atavistic depredatory forays with the aim of achieving the necessary settlement. At the same time,
they would seek a progressive rapproachement to the nobiliary and ecclessiastical
circles in the gallaecian-roman society, which was already catholic in its majority.
And although we are lacking the necessary historical data for the clarification of
the process, we have irrefutable signs that suggest it could have happened as we
have explained, since even Hydatius seemed to report this new climate in the latest years of his well known narrative. On the other hand, the political focal points
in the peninsula, particularly the ones of a military nature, were directed towards
other regions in the peninsula, which would allow the remote hispanic northwest
to enjoy for a while the peace and the time they needed to generate, within their
own scope, a reality of calm and social harmony that forecasted the fusion of
races and beliefs that would be taking place a few years later. This is a fact that
seems to be confirmed by the smooth relations between Pope Vigilius and the
metropolitan of Braga, Profuturo, that were made known through the decretal
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that the bishop of Rome send to the bishop of Braga in 538 ad. The Suevi were
still Arians but did not hinder this correspondence in any way.
With regards to the area occupied by the Suevian kingdom at the time, it
seems its limits had been consolidated on a kind of right-angled triangle which
had its smaller sides on the cantabric and atlantic coasts and the larger on the
border, which started on a point on the coast a few miles north to the Tajo’s
mouth and it would be leaning towards the interior of the peninsula up until
reaching a point, a place near from the speings of the Órbigo, in the East and
not far from Asturica. Therefore, the area delimited in this manner would comprise cities such as Conimbriga (Idanha a Velha), Viseo, Lamego or even Asturica,
and Braga would be set as its capital Braga. 276
With regards to religion, the inhabitants of the kingdom, who were mainly
Christian, would be divided in two main creeds: the catholic, accepted by most
of the Gallaecian-Romans and the Arian, practically exclusive for the Suevian
invaders. However, despite Arian being the official religion, it does not seem to
cause any religious tension, with the catholics enjoying practically total freedom.
Therefore, it should not be surprising that this convergence of ideals would
lead to the conversion of the Suevi to Catholicism during the middle years between
550 and 570 ad, which was influenced in a great manner by San Martín of Dumes.
He was a foreign individual who was native from the remote Panonia, and who was
called this way for having founded the monastery of Dumio, in the surroundings of
Braga, where he would become metropolitan bishop of its diocese a few years later.
There are two known versions of the facts concerning the conversion of the
Suevi to Catholicism, which is the one of the contemporary Gregorio de Tours
and the later version of Saint Isidore. With the aim of joining together in only
one narrative the two accounts of the happenings we can say that the process
has developed as follows.
Diocese of the independent Suevi
kingdom (Map by the author)
276
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The conversion to Catholicism of the Suevian court would have happened during the kingdom of Cariarico (550 ad-559 ad), who was a king that
is only metioned in one of the versions. It would have happened due to both
the Merovingian influx of Martin of Tours, who would have lived and died more
than a century and a half ago in the merovingian territory and whose cult would
have rooted in the Gallaecian church and the missionary activity of Martin of
Dumes, who could have arrived by either the Cantabrian route as envoy of the
Merovingian court, or by the Mediterranean route and under Bizantine influence. Cariarico’s successor, Ariamiro, would have been the caller for the Council
of the Suevian church, known as First Council of Braga, in May 561 ad, where
an intense activity concerning the reformation of the ecclesiastical discipline was
developed. This activity would continue up until 570 ad, during Teudomiro’s
reign, with a comprehensive reorganisation of the Suevian church which divided
the kingdom in three episcopal sees amongst which two would be metropolitan:
Braga, of which Martín was Bishop at the time clustering the southern dioceses,
and Lugo for the northern ones. But the chain of changes would continue with the
conversion of the Suevian church into a proper national church from the reign of
Mirón (570 ad-583 ad), who was Teudomiro’s successor and during whose reign
would take place, in 572 ad, the II Council of Braga. Nitigisio, Bishop of Lugo,
would attend this Council and sign the proceedings of the Council already under
the title of Bishop of the Metropolitan Church of Lugo, while Martín did it as
Metropolitan of Braga and all this happened in relation to the binary aggrupation
of dioceses that was mentioned earlier on. As a consequence, the following year,
when Martín of Dumes along with the Bishops that were under his jurisdiction
have finished the review and management of the Canones Orientalium Conciliorum
(Canons of the Eastern Councils) they addressed it to Nitigio, o Nitigisio, who is
a worthy holder of the office of Metropolitan and to the Bishops that are his subordinates. It is true that some of the Latin expressions seem to be contradictory
in certain occasions, but from their joint analysis it is clearly evident that the see
of Lugo carried the category of metropolitan from the II Council of Braga.
In any case, the rear promoter of all these changes would have been Martin Of
Dumes, who would have involved the Suevian monarchy not only in the conversion to Christianity of the rural masses who were still attached to either their pagan
rites or a prisicillanist or arian heresy, but also in the total organisation of a real
national Suevian church which would be divided in two ecclesiastic metropolises
and supported by the political framework and vice versa. Therefore, he has been
accused of caesaropapism, since it was the king who assumed for himself the role of
defender of the church as he considered himself the holder of the divine authority.
Another relevant fact that should be highlighted and that also took place in
the middle of the sixth century, would be the immigration, which actually would
not be continuous or too massive, of the Britons that had been expelled from
their lands by the Saxons in the northern coasts of the Atlantic, possibly around
552 a.D, as per a certain author. They settled in the Mondoñedo district, as per
some authors, and they created the Ecclesia Britoniensis, which had a communitary monasterial approach and whose see would be the current Santa María de
Bretoña. Their migratory journey along the Cantabrian coast could be included in
the series of population and commercial movements of the time, as it is assumed
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that they knew the destination in advance and that this would have been chosen for a reason. However, they would have been unnoticed had they not given a
name to an ethnical diocese during the reign of Teudomiro. Its Bishop, Mailhóc
or Malioso, although it is not clear if this is the same person, would have signed
the proceedings of the first two Councils of Braga in 561 and 572 ad, respectively.
However, Mirón did not only focus on promoting a policy of internal reformations who were favoured by the peaceful climate obtained after the religious
standardization, but he also tried to consolidate the external borders against the
powerful Goth monarch, Liuvigild. Evidence of this is the expedition carried out
in 572 ad against the turbulent Ruccones, a people settled in the border with the
Visigoth kingdom. Liuvigild would attack them as well again shortly after, since he
had noticed how increasingly dangerous to the Visigoth interests was the emerging Suevian kingdom that had been unified and strengthened both socially and
religiously. Therefore he would not hesitate in organising, in between the years
573AD and 576 ad, several expeditions of either control or punishment against
peoples that were in theory located in the bordering strip with the Suevian frontier; as it was the case of the expedition against the Ruccones, the incursion in
the area of Sabaria, which was possibly the Portuguese district of Braganza in the
area of the Sabor river, or the expedition directed against the Auregenses, who
were assumed to be settled in the interior lands of Ourense.
However, Liuvigild’s offensive is stopped in 576 ad, for unknown reasons,
when he was about to sack the Suevian territory, although it is possible that
the issues in other borders of his kingdom would force him to shift his camps,
against all odds, although before leaving he imposed Mirón a clientelistic statute which would somehow put the Suevian king under his obedience, mostly
with regards to foreign policy.
These circumstances seemed to remain until in the middle of the decade of
the eighties, the uprising of Hermenegild against his father Liuvigild took place,
which was apparently caused by religious issues. Mirón took sides with the former
and went to Seville with an army to support him, which was defeated and humiliated in 583 ad by the omnipotent Liuvigild who, after an overwhelming victory,
he tightened even further the submission ropes which he was using to tie down
the suevian monarch, who would die in Braga soon after his return from Seville.

Gallaecia under Visigoth domination
The diachrony of a process
Once Mirón passed away, the disagreements amongst rival sides gave Liuvigild
reasons to enter their territory in 585 ad, on behalf of his alleged patronage on the
deceased King and his heir, Eborico, who had quickly been dethroned. He entered
with the aim to definitively conquer the Suevi territories and integrate them within
the Visigoth kingdom, but firstly he set heavy garrisons in the strategic points of
Braga, Lugo, Porto, Viseu and Tui, as well as settling Arian Bishops amongst the
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Catholic ones in these same cities, except for Braga. This did not have any limitations in the freedom for exercising the catholic cult or any restrictions in the privileges that up until that moment the hierarchy of this creed were enjoying.
The old Visigoth monarch would die in 586 ad and he would be succeeded
by his son Reccared, who, as a good observant, he continued his father’s policies
in the political and administrative aspects and he made certain changes regards
the relationship with the nobility and the attempt to institutionalise the religious unit of the kingdom under the single banner of Arianism, which his father
had carried out already in the few months before his death. Therefore, it was
not surprising that, ten months after Reccared was crowned, he announced his
conversion to Catholicism and that in the following months and years he would
cleverly maneuver the political and religious agents, both foreign and internal, in order to ensure that the only official religion was Catholic, and that this
would be managed by a unified hierarchy. As a consequence, the pinacle of his
reign was in 589 ad when the III Council of Toledo took place, where at least 63
Bishops were called by the king, who presided the sessions. Its main objective
was the ratification of the abjuration of the Arian heresy that the monarch had
done previously, but also the abjuration of his subjects and with this, in this solemn act, achieving a thorough reorganisation of his subjects around a one only
national church of the Visigoth kingdom which would be under the protection
and surveillance that, on God’s behalf, the monarchy assumed for itself. In a
second part of the Council, mostly issues regarding discipline and the remodelation of the traditional ecclesiastic structures and its members were examined,
along with other related issues; however we will not discuss these at this point.
Something that we would like to highlight in relation to Lugo is the apparently unusual fact that the proceedings of the Council were signed by two
Bishops of Lugo: the metropolitan Nitigisio, in delegation to the Metropolitan
of Braga Pantardo and Beccila, as the Bishop of the Church of Lugo. This duality, initialy, has an easy explanation. With regards to Beccila, his presence in this
Council is justified because he is the Arian Bishop of Lugo who was imposed by
Liuvigild to Nitigisio after the conquest of the Suevian kingdom. Besides, his
presence in the council was unavoidable since one of the main objectives was
the ratification of the conversion to the Catholic religion, both personal and
national, along with the King and the other Bishops and other Arian, as it is corroborated by the signature of the proceedings.
With regards to Nitigisio, things are not so clear. Based on the fact that his
signature was delegated to Pantardo, we assume that he would have attended at
least some of the sessions of the council; otherwise a delegation would not be reasonable. In any case, why does he delegate to the Metropolitan of Braga and not to
the other Bishop of Lugo who had already been converted? Possibly some people
would see in this a sign of enmity, which would not be surprising under the circumstances of their posibly forced fellowship. However, it may be due to a more powerful reason; his position as Metropolitan which, maybe, could only be replaced
by another Metropolitan. This seems to be deduced from the order in which the
proceedings of the Council of Toledo are signed: Firstly the king, Flavio Reccared,
who would have presided in it. Then the metropolitans of Mérida, Toledo, Seville,
Narbona and finally Braga through the metropolitan Pantardo who put it this way:
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“Pantardo, on behalf of Metropolitan Christ of the Church of Braga, in the province of Gallaecia, I agreed to sign these proceedings in the city of Toledo, both on
my own behalf and on that of my brother, Bishop Nitigisio from the city of Lugo”.
Following them, the bishops of suffragan dioceses sign and finally the priests
to whom the bishops that could not have attended to the Council had delegated. Therefore, I read in Pantardo’s gesture, the substitution of a colleague
of the same rank, which would be Nitigisio, who up to that particular moment
and during at least 17 years had been metropolitan of Lugo, and therefore, it
is the other metropolitan of Gallaecia who represents him. In any case, we do
not know whether both him and the see he managed were or not dispossessed
of their condition of metropolitans after this council. In addition to this, it is
not possible for us either to find out whether he was or not succeeded immediately by Beccila, who had already been converted from Arianism. What we can
assume, is that the absence of Nitigisio from the Council’s signature act could
be explained more for his annoyance at being dispossessed of his metropolitan
category rather than due to an illness or indisposition.
Reccared would pass away in 601 ad after having consolidated the great reformation that was started years before. He was succeeded by his bastard son,
Liuva, who was soon overthrown by Witteric.
With regards to Witteric, Gundemar and Sisebut, whose reigns took place in
the first quarter of the seventh century, we do not have any reference to Gallaecia
but the subjugational expedition that the dux Suintilla would have carried out during Sisebut’s reign, against the Ruccones, whose placement it is quite uncertain at
the moment. During the following reign, that of Suintila, which started in 621 ad,
it is confirmed the presence of Father Saint Fructuoso as dux of Gallaecia with base
on Bracara, who would become in the following years the bishop of that same city
and to whom is assigned the responsibility for the construction of a beautiful basilica in the northwestern surroundings of the city, which still can be admired. From
him, has been also preserved a letter written around 652 ad to Recceswinth, in
which he requested the cessation of the repression that he had been carrying out
against the nobility and that had been started by his father years ago.
Our city is not mentioned any longer until the IV Council of Toledo, which
took place on 633 ad under the presidence of Prince Sisnando. In this year, Bishop
Vasconio appears signing the Council’s proceedings but he does it without mentioning the metropolitan title at all, which on the other hand is mentioned by the
bishops of the corresponding provinces, including the one of Gallaecia, based on
Braga. As a consequence, this is proof that the see in Lugo had lost its ephemeral
metropolitan category. It will also be Vasconio who signs the proceedings of the
VI Council of Toledo in 638 ad and the seventh in 646 ad, although in the eighth,
which was held on 653 ad, there was already a new bishop, Hermofredo, who also
signed the tenth Council, which took place on 656 ad
And from these days up until the III Provincial Council of Braga which took
place on 675 ad, there are no other mentions of the Church of Lugo, which
on this occasion is led by Rectógenes, who signs the proceedings on behalf of
this see. However, in the XII Council of Toledo, which took place on 681 ad,
it is Eufrasio who appears in representation of the diocese, and the same as in
the XIII, in 683 ad, and the XV, which took place in 688 ad. While in the XV,
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277 Ecclesiastical organization of the
Visigoth kingdom (Map by the author overlapped

on another map by García Moreno)

in year 693 ad, it is Bishop Potencio who ends the list, since from that point
onwards there are no more historical references to the Visigothic Lucus Augusti.
Outside of the scope of the Councils, we should mention that during the
reigns of Chindasuinth and Recceswinth (642-672), the former military duces,
who up until that time were in charge of the six provinces of the kingdom,
amongst which was Gallaecia, became responsible for the civil issues, mostly
those in relation with the roles of the supreme judges and tax collectors, who up
until that time had been managed by the provincial governors (rectores). This
was possibly due to the insecurity of the moment, although at a lower level, in
the case of the cities and their territorium, there still remained the corresponding comites civitatis or territorii. In any case, the successive coin mints that were
made with the toponyms written as Lucu or Luco during the reigns of Reccared
I, Sisebut, Suintila, Chintila, Tulga, Chindasuinth and the joint reign of EgicaWittiza come to prove that important expeditions against several unsubmissive
ethnic groups were carried out from Lucus Augusti, whose name starts to change
from this period onwards as the second part of its toponym is missing.
From the death of Recceswinth, and up to the Arabic invasion in 711, it took
place what some authors have called the protofeudalisation of the State, mostly
during the reigns of Wamba (672-680), Erwig (680-687), Egica (687-702),
Wittiza (702-710) and Roderic (710-711). The Visigothic kingdom undergoes
a deep disintegration, with the alarming fragmentation in local political units
being its exponent, which was the breeding ground for anarchy and rebellion
against the legitimate king who at this point had lost all authority. And its due
to this environment and the almost proven connivance with the Arabs of certain
Visigothic nobles who were dissatisfied with their King, that the Muslim hordes
will be able to cross the Strait in 711 ad, win the battle at the Guadalete river
and settle in the peninsula for eight centuries.
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The development of the institutions
The basic administrative structures
Those responsible for the legal and policing tasks would be, from the reign of
Liuvigild, the provincial governors and the counts of the cities. The former, officially called iudices or rectores provinciae would be the heirs of exactly same role
which already existed in the provincial administrative structure of the Late Roman
Empire, while the latter were institutionalised by Liuvigild, despite their function
already being carried out from previous reigns. In any case, their scope expanded
not only to the area of the city as an urban nucleus but also to the totality of the
district of which this city was the capital. However, given the former municipal
curias had lost their importance, if they had not been completely extinguished, it
is the Bishop-dependent tribunals, as well as the Bishop himself as secular authority, which acquired more and more relevance, in a way that, already in the seventh
century, the ecclesiastical courts assume the functions of vigilance and cassation
on the secular ones, which were still reliant on the City count.
On the other hand, and as subordinated of the previously mentioned authorities, there are individuals called maiores loci (elders of the place) who in the
rural areas of the district are diversified in iudices loci (judges of the place), villici
(responsible for the farming exploitation) and for the tax collection tasks, the
numerarii (accountants), who would depend on the governor of the province in
the first place and then of the Bishop of the city.
In fact, a large part of this administrative chart was, mostly in the final years
of the sixth century, centred around the army that had to have been deployed
along the extensive northern border strip which expanded by the Cantabrianpirennaic mountains from Lugo to Olite.
In addition to this and as it has previously been said, it was Liuvigild himself
who, inspired by possible Byzantine standards, structured the provincial organisation in duchies, up to a total of seven, one per province, whose basic functions
would be the defense of the territory and the maintenance of law and order, under
the responsibility of a dux (duke). And on these would be dependent the comites
civitatis (city counts) who were in charge of providing them with the necessary
tax resources for the sustenance of the troops after having put them through a
process of adaeratio (exchange of the in-kind tax for its equivalent in currency)
which was what, at the end of the day, was stipulated for the soldiers to receive.
This is the reason for the mints to appear always either beside the nerve centres
of power or in places near from where military campaigns are taking place.
“And if any duke, count or tiufado, numerary, administrative or anyone holding a public position and who is in charge of the tax collection, had not collected
entirely all the taxes, or having collected them had he kept them in his power and
not handed them in immediately to the exchequer, will have to pay to the Treasury
from his own property two times the value of the mentioned taxes, and we resolve
in this special and clear declaration of our Serene highness the following: That
none of the aforementioned count or tiufado, numerary, administrative or anyone holding a public position dare to request anything or any contribution for
the remission from any of you that may have been granted the remittance by our
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leniency, and in the case that any of them would take away anything from you for
this reason or received for himself whatever is offered by others and if for these
reasons any of them would usurp anything with any excuse, he would have to
return four times the value of whatever he received to whomever was designated
by our mercy”. (Vives, Concilios…, 436. XIII Council of Toledo, 683 ad).

In the middle of the seventh century and coinciding with the reign of
Chindasuinth, the civil functions, basically legal and fiscal, which were in the
hands of the provincial governors would have been transferred to the dukes of
the seven provinces, however the army and the security of the kingdom would
continue to be the main functions of these mandatories. And within this context,
the fact that, before 683 ad two new duchies were created and added to the
previous seven of provincial scope, reveals the military importance given to the
northern border, since one of them was against the Asturians and the other to
control the Cantabrians, and they were given respectively as capitals the cities
of Astorga and Amaya. However, there are relevant changes also affecting Lugo,
since there is data referring to specific individuals of the administration which
support the assumption that the capital of the duchy of Gallaecia, and with it the
capital of the province itself, is transferred from Bracara Augusta to Lucus Augusti,
with everything that this involves. As a consequence, although the ecclesiastical metropolitan see would remain in Bracara, the political and military centres
would be transferred to Lucus due to the city’s unbeatable defensive features and
its strategic location with regards to the rebellious Asturians and other peoples
in the Cantabrian Mountains.
An inscription that we have analysed in a previous work could be in relation
with this political restructuration in duchies that Liuvigild carried out at the end of
the sixth century. It is a cave epigraph located in the place of Os Penedos do Castro,
Pombar (Luíntra), which is in the province of Ourense and near the monastery of
San Esteban de Ribas de Sil. It was made public initially by Ángel del Castillo and
later re-studied by Freire Camaniel, I. Velázquez and ourselves, without the opinions coinciding in the slightest. Our reading from the epigraph is: (initial cross with
equal arms) Leovigil(d)i dux, which literally translated would equate to “here died
the duke of Liuvigild”, which does not make sense since the dukes of Liuvigild
were seven, at least, and it does not say who he is. Others think that it could be
interpreted as Leovigildux, which, besides being unusual for its ending, would lead
us to a dead end. From our point of view, and given the incoherence of the different interpretations, we have tried to find some other vestiges on the top of this rock,
but we have not found it. It would be on this side where the name of the duke in
question would appear, but it is not there; therefore assuming that the genitive of
Leovigildvs is here written as Leovigil^i, with the ending i inserted in the ending flick
of the l and the d being absent due to the lack of space caused by a mutilation of the
rock, which was possibly the cause also of the insertion of the i within the v, then we
believe that the best translation would be: “cross (here died) a duke of Liuvigild”.
However, we are referring to the years before 586 ad, when Liuvigild died,
and at this time, the Suevian territory had just been conquered by the Visigoth
king; and it is likely that it was as a consequence of these fights amongst Suevian
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and Visigoths that the Duke in question would have died, whose name, however,
is not registered for unknown reasons.

Nevertheless, the collection of the necessary resources for the maintenance
of the army will become more and more untenable due to the increasing tax
exemptions that both the secular and ecclesiastic nobility were enjoying, which
caused the large majority of the military expenses to be covered by the wealth
resources of the Crown, which felt impotent when having to mint the necessary
currency for the maintenance of the army, bearing in mind the shortage of gold
that had been caused not only by the exhaustion of the mining resources and the
royal treasure but also for the hording of the coins made of pure metals carried
out by the powerful. For this, and with the purpose of being able to manage
the situation, firstly a large number of mints were closed down and then the
weight and purity of the golden triens that were used to pay the soldiers, which,
far from improving the situation, tended to make it worse, to the extent that,
towards the end of the seventh century, the Visigoth army would have become
a protofeudalistic force, since it would be comprised of the armed retinues with
which the different Lords, either civil or ecclesiastical, would have to contribute
for the defense. On the other hand, the concentration of power in the dukes will
encourage attempts of usurpation of the throne by some of them, at the same
time that will facilitate the concentration of power in certain families, which
would even be able to maintain the same privileges a few years later under the
Arab domination.

The Visigoth city: urban life, trade and currency
In the current state of our knowledge, if we were requested to differentiate
between the Suevian-Visigoth urban planning of Lucus Augusti from the original
Roman urban planning, would this be possible? No way, would have to be our
answer to that, since the textual and epigraphical sources are practically inexistent and the archaeological have not been explored yet. With regards to this, we
believe that the area more likely to provide evidence is underneath the modern
Episcopal complex, which is an area that up until now has been untouched from
an archaeological point of view. In any case, the fact of a city passing from an
urban phase to another without major destructions, as we believe it has occurred
in the case of Lugo, does not have to involve necessarily substantial alterations
of the traditional layout of the city, unless the part that concerns the sacred
topography, which would be a consequence of the substitution of one religion
by others, and in our case, the substitution of the pagan beliefs for Christianity.
Regarding the permanence of the Roman urban planning, we believe that
the forum continued working during the late empire in a similar way that it did
during the early empire, at least as a place of trade, leisure and administrative
centre, in the same manner as the Miño baths and possibly other in the city
centre. It is true that the Church managed to eradicate the gladiator shows from
the public buildings, but that was not the case with other types of performances,
less horrifying, such as the theatre, mimes, shows with wild beasts, etc.
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However, the bad image that the fathers of Church, gathered in the Council of
Elvira during the first years of the fourth century, had of the people of the theatre
is summarised in two of their canons:
lxii: “If an auriga or a comedian wanted to join the Christian faith, we agree
that he would have to give his profession first and then be admitted, in a way that
he never practices that again and should he try to infringe this ban, he would be
thrown out of the church”.
lxvii: “It shall be banned that a baptised woman or catechumen marries an
actor or comedian. And should she do it, she would be ejected from the communion of the church” (Vives, Concilios…, 12-13)

Saint Isidore explained, with reference to the Sevilla baths, that they were
still active at his time, and therefore we could assume the same for the ones of
Lugo were it not for the fact that we do not know when the previously mentioned dedications to the Nymphes were destroyed and hidden in one of the
pools existing by the Miño.
This continuity in the usage would be applicable as well to the aqueduct
and cesspools of the different cities, with Lugo amongst them, which would
keep active until the Arab invasion. And the same goes for the Necropolises in
this period, although there are authors that assert that, at least for the Visigoth
period, they were transferred into the city. However, with regards to this, there
is no relevant data that would be likely to refer to Lugo.
In relation to the sacred topography of the city of Lugo, it is more than likely
that the paleochristian basilica of El Salvador and Santa María, which would
later become Visigothic, occupied part of the location of the modern cathedral
from the end of the Late empire, along with the domus episcopalis and the other
buildings related to the church administration and the attention to the Christian
community in general.
It could be suggested, however, that the Christian sacred area had been
implemented over a previous pagan one, since a small temple directed to Mithra
has recently been unearthed in the surroundings of the cathedral. This, however,
is an isolated fact that at the moment does not lead to any definitive conclusion
that may support the idea of the existence of other temples. However, it has not
been possible to locate in other parts of the city any Christian sanctuary, despite
fusts, pedestals and and capitals are kept in permanent exhibitions of the city,
which, were they made of marble, it would suggest they belonged to some basilica of a period different from the episcopal, bearing in mind the verified origin
of some of the vestiges. Nevertheless, up until today no Christian building has
been unearthed to which these remains could be assigned with certainty.
It would be necessary to remind the reader that, the city expanded its territorium on its surroundings, which was organised, as per sources of the period, in
vici (villages), castella (fortified settlements) and villae (farming establishments),
with the lordly estates as fundi, praedia, domus, loci etc. It was, as well, in this
period when the rural villae of the Roman period started their transformation
into villages. They did this while maintaining the toponym of their first, or at
least former, dominus and there are several places of this kind where the existence
of very archaic hagiotoponyms is verified, along with archaeological vestiges of a
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remarkable monumental value and very interesting epigraphies. One of the main
examples would be Santa Eulalia de Bóveda, a possible Christian martyrium, at
least from the latest of its phases, which would have been erected next to the
alleged relics of a martyr from Merida, to whom, as it is well known, another very
famous building had been erected in her city of origin and in this same period.
But even at a much smaller distance from the city there are some examples,
such as the case of Saamasas, which is a toponym that certainly derived from
Sanctae Massae, which means “saint relics”, of a martyr whose name has surprisingly not been transmitted, since we suspect that its current patron, Santiago, is a
medieval addition from a later period. In any case, the archaeological remains that
were found there came from the area surrounding the parish church where most of
them are kept at present and are completely assignable, regarding their style, to the
Visigoth art, in the same way as the little pillaster from an altar rail that has similar
decoration and was found in the surroundings of the San Roque chapel. However,
the existence of sanctuaries in the surroundings of the city is not limited to the
ones we have mentioned, since we could include locations that are also close to
the city with similar archaeological evidence. We are referring to Santa Eulalia de
Esperante, which is a possible martyrium/mausoleum that has not yet been studied
as it should have been. In similar places of the Hispanic geography, these martyria, which would be located in suburbs and slums, used to become centres of civil
resistance to potential invaders. We guess, however, that the people who looked for
shelter in there would trust the divine protection from the saint patrons of these
places rather than the unlikely unassailability of these improvised fortresses.
With regards to the urban social classes, it could be assumed that in Lugo
there was an aristocratic group as a consequence of its condition of capital of
duchy in the administrative and military scopes. This group would be joined by
the traditional nobility of the Gallaecian-Romans and Suevi and the ecclesiastical
nobility that was a consequence of the city being the see of a diocese, which at this
point in time was metropolitan already. The positions in this ecclesiastical nobility were coveted by individuals of all strata, and therefore there were amongst the
bishops and the high clergy, other individuals infected with simony and orderless
lives. Irregular elections or hand-picked by the monarch were usual and therefore,
in some of the districts of the kingdom, real episcopal dynasties were originated.
In the VII Council of Toledo which took place in 646 ad during the reign of
Chindasuinth, problems related to the greed of certain bishops from the area of
Gallaecia with regards parish churches or their jurisdiction were exposed: “Finally,
amongst the other issues that we agreed to discuss, It is the one of the complaints of
the priests of the parishes of the province of Gallaecia, which they have been forced
to bring to public discussion, as we have found out, due to the rapacity of their
bishops. These, as shown by the pertinent investigation, used to tax the parishes in
an inconsiderate way, charging them with superfluous contributions, which took
some basilicas to a status of extreme misery. So, in order for this not to be repeated,
we establish that in the future the bishops will only request two yearly salaries from
each of the basilicas of the diocese, as prescribed by the synod of Braga… And when
the bishop visits the diocese he will not charge anyone with an excessive retinue, as
his entourage should not be larger than 50 people… (Vives, Concilios…, 254, iv).
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In the next grade in the scale would be the curials, if they still existed, which is
unlikely. Their heirs would be the ecclesiastical middle clases, from the priests to
those that only had lesser orders, whose status would be envied due to the privileges they enjoyed.This group would be joined by the wealthy craftsmen and the
owners of mid-sized farming fundi who lived in the city. In the rural areas of Lugo,
there were no large estates, there were more mid-sized and small, with these latter
being mixed with the properties of former colonists of dependent labourers.
The third social grade would be the urban plebs, comprising of free people
that were or were not owners of a modest capital followed by the citizens that,
although owners of their own property, would depend on a landowner. These
would constitute quite a heterogeneous group since in it could be included as
well certain freedmen and other inhabitants of a similar condition.
The last ones in the pyramid would be the slaves, whose life conditions
would depend on their owners and therefore on occassions it would be better
than those of certain members of the plebs. A worst fate would fall upon the
groups of beggars and outcasts that wandered on the roads, which would be
comprised of people of all professions, including witches and diviners who paradoxically would be consulted by the nobility and even the clergy. The misery
reached such high levels that frequently free people would sell themselves as
slaves in order to obtain some resources to sustain their families.
But the security in the villages was not good either, as they were always
afraid of being depredated by the Cantabrians, Vascones and Astures, mostly in
the eastern areas of Gallaecia.
On the other hand, there are no material vestiges that can provide information on the crafts activity that would be carried out in the city or its territorium,
or on the trade. Taking as a reference what has happened to other cities, along
with the vestiges of altar rails from basílicas that were found in ours, we could
assume that there was in Lugo, modest marble workshops, whose raw material
would have been transported to the city from the quarries of O Incio. On the
other hand, it is logical to assume that the traditional pottery workshops would
still exist for the manufacturing of vessels and building materials. Also there
would be forges and several instruments for the transformation of metals, particularly iron and bronze, which is an activity that seems to have been remarkably important at this time in León.
The liberal profession of doctors would be also mentioned by analogy and
to be included within the middle class. The existence of these was evidenced in
Merida in the sixth century along with a famous hospital of the times of Bishop
Masona. These were, in general, individuals that were wealthy and prestigous,
as the professionals related to the enterntaiment business or the teachers, who
were on occasions payed by the exchequer. In this period, however there is a
clear clericalisation of the education, as it will be later explained, since the only
known schools are related to the education of the clergy. In any case, its regularisation will be carried out in the IV Council of Toledo and the cathedral, monastic and other schools related to important basilicas will exist in the same period.
On the other hand, the farming produce of the territorium of Lucus Augusti,
which spread for a radius of around fifteen or twenty kilometres, would be
similar to that of the Late Roman empire,which was a mixture of the so-called
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Mediterranean and Germanic diets that were known thanks to the monastic rules
of Saint Isidore and Saint Fructuoso. The basic elements of these diets would be
the pulses, greens and garden vegetables along with the oil, possibly unfrequent
in Lugo, animal fat, bread, fish, wine and particularly for the Bierzo, lamb meat.
Amongst the cereals, the most frequent would be the wheat, the barley and
the rye, with this one being introduced in this period. On the other hand, the
fields of Lugo were most appropriate for barley and rye rather than for wheat
crops given the best adaptation to poor soils and quicker ripening of the barley
and the resistance of rye to the siliceous soil of Lugo. Amongst the pulses, it
would be the beans which would have been the more intensively grown; up to
the extent that bread would also be made with its flour.
With regards the wine, it is difficult to assume that there were vineyards
within the territorium of Lugo although around this period it expanded even in
inadequate terrains such as the northern mountains. In any case, it could have
been easily imported from relatively close valleys. Also beer could have been
made from the fermentation of cereals.
The oil would not be a product appropriate for these soils, although testimonies tell it was produced in small amounts, even in the Bercian Mountains, and
given the edaphological and microclimatical conditions, it would have been produced in a certain amount in the valley of Quiroga and others nearby. However,
the animal fat was the most widely used for seasoning.
It is possible that some of the so called Odoarian documents which are
assigned to the middle of the eighth century, a date of the repopulating attempt
of Alfonso, would have contributed to the definition of the farming panorama of
the surroundings of Lugo. As it is more than likely that the crop schedule that
is established in those documents would not have changed much in reference to
the then still recent Visigothic period, we now provide some concepts extracted
from the will of Disterigo, Abbot of Meilán, who bequeathed to the church under
this name, apart from several liturgical objects and several constructions “Cupos,
cupas, and other household goods, in addition to boves, vacas, cavallos, equas, rescula
maiora et minora…Concedo ibidem ortum Olerum… Concedo ibidem linares et tridigales… pumares multos, sautos per multo terminis plantatos, nugares, ceresares, perales,
ameixenares, amenarios et multas arbores infructuosas quas manibus nostris plantavimus
(García Conde, Test. of Distirigo, bc PMLugo, v, 10 ss).

There was extensive livestock exploitation on the wide areas of wasteland that
was dedicated to pastures and forests. Over there, there were bred the most appreciated mount or draught animals such as horses and oxen and also flocks of sheep and
herds of pigs mostly for the daily consumption. Regards this, the seasonal migration of livestock was well-known, so the use of stables was unfrequent, with the
subsequent poor generation of manure which had as a consequence the poor yield
of the crops despite the use of the fallow lands and triennial crop rotation system .
In his treaty, Etymologiae, Saint Isidore contributes with a series of practices
for the regeneration of the cultivable soil, which were widely used at the time:
fallow (intermisio), several ways of fertilisation: cinis or clod burning, incensio or
stubble/undergrowth burning and estercoratio, stable dung spread. In addition to
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this, he mentioned amongst cultivation practices, the aratio or opening of the
earth, the occatio or crushing of the clods and the rucatio or removal of weeds. In
any case, the issues related to the fertilisation were already chronic at the time.
Saint Isidore also knew the different irrigation techniques, such as the shaduf
(ciconia), the artisan winch (gigilis) and the water wheels of different sizes that
would be pulled by animals and whose earthen jars emptied on the irrigation
channels their contents, this being a water distribution system that was previous
to the Arab invasion.
On the other hand and as it has already been explained, the water mill would
spread throughout the west from the fifth century onwards. In reference to them
the Visigoth liber iudicum explains that it is a very expensive invention.
With regards to the farming tools that were used at the time, we know that
they were mostly made of iron and there were a lot of varieties, but they were
very expensive and had not been widely spread, with the plow still being the
traditional Roman variety.
In addition to this, the solid foods were preserved in horreos and granite
boxes that were solid on their six sides, with the exception of the opening for the
flap. The liquid foods were preserved in dolium and flagons.
In any case, the farming produce was in general scarce due to a specially
adverse climate that befell in the period between the second and seventh centuries and due to the lack of labour caused by the bubonic plague that was disastrous in 410 ad and which came about again in 542 ad, 583 ad and in many
other dates, leaving the peasant population severely diminished and as a consequence the small families would prevail.
Concerning the commerce and the transports, the large radius trade and
the local trade should be distinguished, with the archaeological findings being
the major contributors to understanding the patterns of the former. In general, there are contacts between the Iberian Peninsula and several places in the
Eastern Mediterranean and north of Africa, mostly during the phase of byzantine domination in the Hispanic southeast. Also, in the cities in the south of
the peninsula, such as Seville or Merida, there were colonies of eastern immigrants of various origins that promoted the exchanges. This did not stop the
contacts from happening in central Europe via the mouth of the river Rhône or
through the Pyrenean routes. However, the trade that was made from Gallaecia
would be channelled preferably by the Atlantic route, from Portumcale (Porto)
to Flavium Brigantium and Burdigala (Burdeos), where wine and wheat would
be loaded, up to the Baltic ports, since Visigothic coins (golden trientes) have
appeared in Frisia and Sweden, with which Renanian glass, Frisian fabrics,
slaves, British tin etc. would have been bought. This does not mean that the
Mediterranean commerce had been interrupted, which consisted majorly of
luxurious goods, mostly ceramics, that had been arriving in all periods to the
area of Lugo, as per the evidence found not only in the city but also in nearby
Castro settlements such as Viladonga.
For the internal commerce and transport, the traditional Roman system of
the cursus publicus was still working, ensuring this way the maintenance of the
roads, the organisation of traffic, the reconstruction of viaducts, etc. As a rule,
the land transportations were carried out by carriages pulled by draught animals
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1. Solidus of Valentinian I (front and back)
2. Triens coined by Sisebut in the mint of Panoias
(back) (Thanks to Dr. Joao Parente)

such as oxen or horses, whose price was very high. However it was an efficient
solution only for short distances since, for example, the wheat, after having gone
500 km across land, would have doubled its initial cost. The navigation by river
was cheaper, and therefore the associations of boatmen were frequent; however,
except for some cases, the Hispanic river courses were rarely navigable.
Saint Isidore refers even to the fora nundinae, which were strategic places for
the celebration of fairs that were controlled by the public treasury; but he also
mentions tabernae or small permanent shops for a broad range of products.
And it is also necessary to make a reference to the circulation of currency of
the period and its phases.
It could be asserted that the turning point of this periodicalisation would be
marked by Liuvigild mints of 575 ad since, up until that time and excluding isolated emissions of silver trientes made by the Suevi, it was the Late Empire solidi
and the other bronze coins of the time that were still in circulation. From this
date, Liuvigild decided to only use golden trientes of high purity (18 carats) and
a guaranteed weight of 1´516 grams. But this innovation did not last long since
given the progressive impoverishment of the State and the scarcity of gold and
subsequently the currency coins starting to lose fineness and weight until they
reached 10 carats at the end of the seventh century, this produced an economic
deflation particularly damaging for the lower classes, mostly due to the adaeratio rule. In addition to this, the emissions did not increase the circulation of
the currency due to the immediate hoarding of the coins of noble metal by the
social elites of the kingdom without it being possible to carry on minting under
the same circumstances since they no longer had the traditional supplies of the
noble metal, which were the mining and the sacking. 279
On the other hand, given that most of the all mints had the objective of subsidising an army that was in a permanent campaign of control and repression,
the mints appear located near the military targets, in the same way that occurred
in the Late Empire and continued with the Byzantine empire. In any case, the
number of mints diminished drastically during the kingdoms of Recceswinth y
Chindasuinth, with it passing from 79 to 22 and in Gallaecia only those of Lugo,
Braga and Tui remained.
A different issue is that of the loans, whose average yearly interest was about
12%. However, in isolated occasions, there were also loans free of interest, such
as those provided by the bishop Masona of Mérida who, at the end of the 6th
century and during a time of famine, granted them under these favourable conditions to those who requested them.
However, the Council of Tarragona of 516 ad disallowed the clergymen to
lend money with interest in its canon III: “Should any clergyman in case of need
lend money, may he receive in wine or wheat the amount that in the indicated
term should be sold in order to return the money that was lent. In addition to
this, should the debtor not have the necessary amount in-kind, may he receive the
money he lent without any increase”. (Vives, Concilios…, 35)

In any case, and amongst the common population, the most frequent practice
was the loans in-kind.
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With regards to the redistribution of assets that took place during this period,
it could be said that it fitted within a new economic model based on own consumption and proletarianisation, because, as the masses did not have a minimum
purchasing power, the professionals of the trade disappeared along with their
potential clients. However, there were distribution channels that have nothing
to do with the traditional ones of supply and demand. Those would be, as an
example, the custom of paying the craftsman for his work with part of the raw
material that was handed in to be transformed, the large alms that were distributed in a daily basis by the monasteries to crowds of indigents, like in the case
of Dumio in 654 ad, when Recimero was Abbot, or the exchange of presents for
favours or services outside the traditional channels of commerce. In more than
one occasion even some kings had to remit the taxes from their subjects.

The Christian civilisation: genesis of a new mentality
From the reign of Constantine onwards, Catholicism increased its presence in
geometrical proportions up to becoming considered as the only official religion
of the Roman State, progressively occupying pre-eminential positions that at the
same time imposed its language of power and domination up to the point of mixing within the Empire the sentiments of romanity and Christianity, which in the
days gone by were antagonistic. Even the barbarians, from the starting years of the
fifth century onwards, will attempt to take on board this same conduct in order to
avoid being in a disadvantaged position against the Gallaecian-Roman aristocracy.
Therefore, in the Council of Zaragoza in 387 ad it was verified that it was not only
the urban environment that was swarming with followers of this new religion but
also in the large rural areas, since a large part of the aristocracy had converted to
the Christian faith and so did subsequently the human masses that were depending on them. This would have two immediate and interrelated consequences: the
adaptation of the church to the dominant secular ideology and the subsequent
assumption of very important positions within the secular power by the clergy
and mostly the bishops, whom the urban faithful would soon see as their protectors in the face of the fall of the political power. On the other hand, being a bishop
was considered within the social- economic scope as a profitable profession, even
for the nobility, in a moment in which it was difficult to obtain any sinecures from
the Court. Based on this, is the ironical comment of the pagan Símmaco to the
complaints of a Hispanic and Catholic, although secular, friend about how difficult it was to obtain from the central power any type of sinecure. The Roman
grandee recommended to him to obtain by whatever means a bishopric.
And effectively, leaving irony aside, the bishops were, within their territory,
the personalities of the moment, in the same way that the Abbots in the monasteries and their monks were. The people would follow them blindly, whether
they acted appropriately or not, since they admitted acknowledged they had an
irrefutable moral leadership which was a consequence of their sacred nature that
allowed them to decide on what was and what was not licit or orthodox.
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In addition to this and given the invasion threats, the walls of the dioceses
capitals were always available to protect the people, and should these not be
enough, they had the relics of saints, the latest resource in the case of imminent danger. Also there were the mediating function amongst sides and authorities which was carried out in many occasions by the prelates, amongst whom
Hydatius of Chaves is an obliged reference.
It is therefore a prestige, having been originated in the Roman Late Empire
that will consolidate during the Suevian and Visigoth periods, in which the bishops could act as proper judges, except in the criminal scope, prior to acceptance from both parties. In fact, the clergy and mostly the prelates obtained the
category of public servants after Reccared’s conversion to Catholicism and its
later solemn ratification during the third Council of Toledo in 589 a.D, and
they became in fact the true euergetists or materialistic promoters within the
urban nucleus that were within their jurisdiction. However, on the other hand
they would lose authority in favour of the monarch, on whom will depend their
election in the future, an election that would frequently be infected of simony
and nepotism. Therefore, it is not surprising that Episcopal dynasties emerged
in particular regions, or that family monasteries of a hereditary nature were
erected around basilicas that possessed famous relics, such as the case of those of
Santa Eulalia of Mérida. The next step was to impose the divine world of saints
to that of the earthly through a common liturgical calendar whereby unification
became a reality only after the expulsion of the Byzantines.
With regards to the ecclesiastical demarcation concerning the province of
Gallaecia, we have already mentioned that it was the Suevi who during their last
decades of independence and under the protection of Saint Martin of Dumes,
carried out the organisation of the territory, with the establishment of the well
known dioceses of Braga, as metropolitan see, and Astorga, Britonia, Dumio, Iria,
Lugo, Oporto, Ourense, Tui and circumstantially, Laniobriga, in addition to
those annexed from the former province of Lusitania, which would be returned
to Mérida during Recceswinth’s reign, in the middle of the seventh century.
In theory, as per the Council of Nicea, the bishops had to be chosen by the
clergy and the people and consecrated by the corresponding metropolitan who
would be assisted by his suffragans, but this canonical proceeding became with
time a mere routine and finally it would be the kings will that would prevail.
In addition to this, once all the political links with the Byzantine power had
been broken, Toledo was chosen as the only metropolitan see in the whole kingdom and the former provincial metropolises that had been demoted, such as
Mérida o Braga, were then trying to maintain under their authority their former
suffragans, in a way that the provincial metropolitan, who had already been
deprived of such function, was now converted into a archiepiscopus (archbishop),
a title that is applied for the first time to that of Mérida in 666 ad. In any case,
for the processing of either administrative or religious issues of the kingdom
were established yearly provincial councils to which they were compelled to
attend all the prelates of the correspondent district.
At the same time and within the rural scope, Christianity had spread everywhere and coexisted with ancestral pagan practices which were on occasions
overlapped with the new rites. This caused the constant complaints from certain
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bishops such as Saint Martin of Dumes. In any case, the organisation of the
rural churches was a direct responsibility of the dominus of the corresponding
estate; including the irregularities concerning faith and customs.
“It is evident that the enemy of the human kind, as the apostle says, runs about
the world roaring and looking for someone to devour, since by using many cunning
ways and distortions of the truth he manages to mislead many fools and embroils
them in his ties; and although the Lord commands “You shall not make for yourself a carved image, or any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or that
is in the earth beneath”, and in another part “you shall not make your own idols
nor sculptures, neither shall you erect sanctuaries or put any remarkable stones in
your ground to be worshipped” and further on “You shall worship the Lord your
God, and Him only shall you serve”, they, fooled by several persuasions, become
worshipers of the idols, venerators of the stones and torch-lighters and they pay
tribute to sacred places of the fountains and trees and they become augurs or sorcerers and many other things that would take long to tell. And because he is neither their creator or their lord or their redeemer it is extremely convenient that
the rectors of the churches of God watch over those who the enemy had dominated through malicious persuasions making them commit several sacrileges and
take them away from the claws of this enemy, bringing them back to their Creator”
(Vives, Concilios…, 408, ii; XVI C. Toledo, year 693 ad)

On the other hand, certain basilicas, mostly those that were endowed with
the relics of famous martyrs, offered the breeding ground for the promotion of
Episcopal dynasties, which on occasions reached great renown, as it has previously been explained.
With regards to the monasteries, they depended on the corresponding diocese only concerning the matters of vigilance and control and for the rest of the
issues they acted as true family foundations, since in general the monkhood was
linked to the aristocratic initiative although in recent periods a strong anachorite-heremitical faction developed in opposition to their ideal.

Education
The Church tried to ensure that the Roman-Christian cultural legacy that the
church itself had been promoting and fostering from the Late Empire, acted
as a counterpoise against the Visigoth political power. In order to achieve
this, it tried to monopolise education and science at all their levels, since the
traditional municipal schools had already disappeared, the Episcopal schools
were created as a replacement, with one main purpose: The training of the
clergy. Therefore, the canon 531 of the II Council of Toledo prescribes the
compulsory education of children, by the specialised clergymen, that could
aspire to becoming candidates to priesthood. However, the advancements in
this area must have been little encouragement since a few decades later, in the
IV Council of the capital of the kingdom they proceeded to a strict regulation
of this activity.
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“In the eighth discussion we found out that some of the individuals in charge
of the divine services showed such gross ignorance that they had been proven not
to be sufficiently trained in the orders that they had to practice on a daily basis.
Therefore it is established and kindly decreed that from now onwards nobody
shall receive the grade of any ecclesiastic dignity without perfectly knowing the
Psalter and the usual canticles, hymns and the way of administering baptism; and
those who already hold the dignity of such honours and however they suffer the
blindness of such an ignorance, they shall voluntarily start learning whatever is
necessary or they shall be forced by the prelates, even against their will, to follow
some lessons” (Vives, Concilios…, 281, viii C. Toledo, year 653).

In order to achieve the mentioned objectives, in the first place the bishops
are compelled to establish within their corresponding sees and in a building
annexed to the Cathedral, boarding schools for the education of the clergy in
two cycles. During the first, and with the one only teacher for the infancy and
the adolescence, the focus would be on the moral issues rather than the intellectual aspects, with the education becoming more of a compliment to the family values, since not all of the students would be chosen for priesthood. In the
second cycle, the specific training of the future priest would be considered, with
the aim to train the candidates to read and understand the sacred texts, as well as
to recite by heart several psalms, hymns and canticles that were collected in the
liber manualis, of which the bishop would examine the candidates for priesthood.
Understandably, this would only be achieved through the compulsory teaching
of the grammar and the subsequent exercises of reading and writing. Proof that
this level of learning was spread through the popular classes are the blackboards
with cursive writing that appeared in rural environments and for daily chores,
and also the recommendation that is given to the freedmen of the rural areas
in Merida for them to send their children to the old churches in order to be
trained and help the priests.
And it is within this educational scope that we believe it should be associated
the graffito printed on a ceramic which appeared more than a decade ago in the
Rúa do Moucho in the city of Lugo, near the cathedral.
It was in the Rúa do Moucho, which is contiguous to the Wall on the inside
that a mid-sized fragment of late grey ceramics appeared, showing the writing
exercises of a pupil in the final years of Roman domination if it was not already in
the Germanic period. The sample was made with a punch, engraving the hard surface of the piece of ceramics in question and using as an epigraphic area, both the
front and the back sides. In the front side, formed by two friezes corresponding
to as many bodies, and on the lower one, a late alphabet appears engraved, only
reaching up to letter V, and executed with rough capital letters, already in their
development phase towards cursive. On the contrary, on the upper one are different writing exercises, with reiterations of the same letter, the V. On the back side
pieces of writing can be seen, on the two bodies which are now convex, of the vessel,
and in opposite directions: ASTERIVS / ARMENTARIVS ARMENTARIVS in
the external and ASTERIVS …ABBAS, in the internal, along with some attempts
to engrave several letters that are randomly spread on the epigraphic area.
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It is therefore possible that this is a lost piece of a school exercise that had
been carried out in a learning centre in a late period and in an environment truly
Christian. If it was a graffito from the Visigothic period, as we personally believe
due to the palaeographic features in Asterius? Abbas it would be possible to interpret a reference to a Visigothic clergyman known as Abbot Asterius, who could
have belonged to a monastery near the city or a canon of Santa María’s cathedral,
given the proximity between the location of the finding and that of the church,
since through the formulations of the ratifications of the Councils of the period,
the abbots of the monasteries signed the proceedings with their name followed by
the place of origin or placement followed by the term Abba(s). On the other hand,
Asterius is a clear anthroponym of the period, as also is Armentarius.
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Drawing of a paidagogeum (primary
school) found in the Rúa do Moucho, near
the Cathedral (Lugo) (Sala Porta Miñá)
280

However, the Christian culture of the Visigothic period counted on not only
the cathedrals and the monasteries, but also with a section of elitist nature that
was originated in the most famous schools and that was identified by prestigious
personalities such as Isidore of Seville, Braulio of Zaragoza or Julián of Toledo,
a city that became world renowned during that period.
On the other hand, in the superior education the main purpose was the rhetoric with its pinnacle being the oratory and therefore it was an essential requirement the mastering of higher grammar, in addition to the usual resources of
thought and expression. Therefore it was not in vain that the ars grammaticae of
Julián of Toledo became a well known work.
Also the studies of the Holy Scripture were very important, which was based
on biblical exegesis of Gregorio Magno and the contributions to the matter of
the Hispanic Liciniano, Tajón and Leandro.
In any case, it was essential for the oratory to have a good memory along
with the necessary intelligence in order to successfully ensure the ability to
maintain a high level disputatio (dialectic).
As a summary, this was an encyclopaedic education that was essential to foster the discourse and research, with the help of the appropriate libraries that
were not only in cathedrals and monasteries but also in the civil scope of the
palaces, such as the case of the famous library of count Lorenzo of Toledo. And
amongst the odd ones, due to its originality was the travelling library of Saint
Fructuoso, who carried on his journeys, in saddlebags and on the back of a donkey, his favourite books.

The tangible traces of the Germanic peoples in Lugo
When discussing this chapter it is necessary to highlight two points. The first
is that with the elements that are available at present as we are not in a position
to be able to differentiate the Suevian material culture from the Visigothic.; and
the second is that the clear samples of evidence belonging to either period that
have appeared in the city or its immediate surroundings are so scarce that it can
be counted on the fingers of one hand. In particular, with regards to the Suevian
traces, we either consider as included in this period the remains of paleochristian art belonging to the 5th century and first half of the VI, or we would be left
only with the scarce mints carried out by the Suevian kings in the mint of Lugo
as specific vestiges of this people.
With regards to the Visigothic material culture, it is possible that certain
capitals found in the city’s subsoil could be assigned to a temple datable in that
period, but this is not certain, and neither is that the marmoreal vestiges that
appeared in Saamasas could be contemporaneous of remains of the cancellus that
was found in the same location, which are clearly Visigothic, since they could be
related to a previous phase of the same building. In any case, these vestiges are
the most important remains that can be assigned to the Visigothic art that have
appeared in the scope of the city and its most immediate surroundings.
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The name Saamasas, which could come from the evolution of the term Sanctae
Masae (relics of saints), seems to be hagiotoponym related to the presence of
sacred relics, amongst other options. A monastic complex, in any case a religious
one, was built in this place during the VI and VII centuries, of whose temple
there still remain tangible signs, both in situ and in the Museo Catedralicio.
In this place, and inside the modern church, a beautiful Corothian capital is
still kept, possibly with a triple crown of partly unfolded overlapping acanthus
cauliculi which ends in an abacus of square profile, with prominences in the
middle point of each side. 281
On the other hand, a whole cancellus board and the vestiges of two supporting pilasters have been preserved inside this same temple. With regards to
the cancellus board, we can say that it is made of local marble (O Incio), it is
rectangular and its surface measurements are 102 x 70 cm, with its depth being
difficult to measure as it is inserted in the wall.
The decorative area is organised in two depictions, one above the other and
separated by a horizontal strip. In the top depiction there is a figure in bas-relief
of an animal which for some is a bear, for others an elephant, and for Angel del
Castillo it is a lion, since this author believes it corresponds to two of the symbols of the four evangelists. On the side strips of this depiction, which are wider
than the transversal one, it shows a decoration of crossed lines as Chi-Rho symbols. In the lower depiction, the silhouette of a bull with its head turned is clearly
drawn and amongst the horns there seems to be the silhouette of a little bird on
one of its horns. The side strips that frame the whole set are decorated with
solid double volutes on the sides and on the lower one, an elongated vine shoot.
Assuming that Ángel del Castillo’s hypothesis is valid, in the sense that these are
two symbols related to the evangelists Saint Mark and Saint Matthew, we want
to read further into it since we believe that in front of the figure of the lion – in
this case it was substituted by a bear since there would be more availability of
this type of model for the local artist since it was part of the local fauna— a
standing human figure was likely to have existed, since today it is eroded almost
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Marble capital of Saamasas

Visigoth plates of the church of
Saamasas. In the centre, door plate; on
the sides the corresponding pilasters
(parish church)
282
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in its totality, and that it could have been the symbol of Saint Luke, while the
eagle that appears, from our point of view, on the back of the bull in the lower
depiction, would be a reference to Saint John. This way, in this plaque would be
represented the tetramorph in its totality. 282
On the other hand, both in the upper and the middle strip there are vestiges of an inscription. There have been several hypotheses for its interpretation. In addition to this we have recently attempted to read it in the following
manner: In the upper strip, from left to right and after a few missing letters,
there is an M preceded by vertical strokes which we believe is either the final
letter of an accusative or the ending of “item” (likewise).These are followed by
the segment “fecit sapienter” (he did it wisely) and the triple link “n^e^t”. In
the central strip the ablative “mente” can be seen preceded, very likely, by the
particle “et”.
By its side and incrusted on the same wall there are the vestiges of two
pilasters. The first one is fragmented in two parts and its measurements are
80 cm in height by 35 cm width. It has bay leaf garlands on its sides which
frame the central strip which is decorated with overlapping disks separated by
horizontal Chi-Rho symbols, in which the “P” (rho) would bifurcate in each
end in two diverging volutes. The lower disk represents a rosaceous flower
of 16 alveolate petals joined by a double concentrical ring in the centre. The
ones in the middle and upper sides are identical and are organised around a
cross with equal arms which are surrounded by ten petals and four vegetable
motifs of triple leaf.
The second pilaster is also fragmented and it currently measures 75 x 44 cm,
with its decoration being a vertical palm tree with relief leaves supported on a
stem from which pear-shaped fruits come out and is framed by narrower side
strips decorated with wavy vine shoots.
Sculpture elements of Saamasas
preserved in the Museo Diocesano de Lugo
283

1. Auxiliary columns possibly to divide the light
from the windows
2. Fragments of plate and pilaster of the door
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On the other hand, in the Museo Diocesano there are another two pilasters
with the same origin. One of them, almost complete, is identical to the first one
described above after the plaque of Saamasas, and the second one is very fragmented and also similar to the second one as we described above. 283
In addition to this and also with the same origin, there are two little columns
with a pedestal, fust and capital integrated in the one piece and very similar to
the Visigothic vestiges found in Mérida and other parts of the Peninsula.
Schlunk considers they were part of a building in the 6th century, which we believe
to be correct given the freshness of the style that can be perceived in the reliefs.
The other testimonies are, either household goods occasionally unearthed in
diverse places or architectural elements without a specific context that were found in
some of the villages within the hinterland of the city. We shall mention some examples.
A bronze ring has been found in the archaeological excavations carried out
in calle de la Reina, Lugo, in 1990 whose bezel is decorated with paleochristian
symbols such as a Gammadion, one of whose longitudinal ends finishes in an
omega and the left transversal end in an alpha, resulting in the well-know paleochristian Chi-Rho symbol. 284
A signet ring, which has a seal engraved on the jewel’s bezel can be found in
the Museo Provincial de Lugo, and comes from a certain Castro near Palas de
Rei. It was first made public by Bouza Brey, who assigned it to the seventh century.
The motifs of the emblem are a perched bird that is looking towards the right and
a legend Ildilber (tus), with this antroponym being the one that provides the only
possible evidence for the datation, given the Germanic features of the rest. 285
On the other hand, Vázquez Seijas acquired for the Museum of Lugo,
a clasp buckle from this same period and it comes from Pol (Monforte de
Lemos) with the front decorated by five glazed cabochons. He later studied it
and assigned it to the period between 550 ad and 620 ad. 286
In addition to this, Trapero Pardo presents a Visigothic liturgical tray found
in the district of Sarria and that has been donated to the Museo Provincial
by a benefactor. In this tray there is an inscription that has not properly been

286 Visigoth belt brooch from Pol
(Monforte de Lemos) (MPL)
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287 Golden bronze paten decorated with solar motifs
and relief from the region of Sarria. It has the following
inscription: (Chi Rho) F N T R V D I E T A (MPL)
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Christian bronze ring decorated with an
engraved Chi Rho. It was found in a burial
place on the borders of the rúa da Raíña (MSA)
284

285

Golden signatory ring from Palas de Rei

(MPL)

288 Visigoth belt buckle from the excavations
of the Pazo Lomas (Lugo) (Sala Porta Miñá)

deciphered yet: (Chi-Rho) ENTRVDIETA. He is not sure whether it is a paten
or an offering tray, but in any case, it is an excellent testimony of the ChristianVisigothic presence in the area during the last century of their domain. Finally,
in the Exhibition Room Porta Miñá, there is bronze belt buckle coming from
the excavations in Pazo Lomas that were directed by Enrique González, and can
be assigned to the period that we are discussing since it shows on its front an
engraved cross of equal arms that are bent in the manner of a skein. 287 288
Guntín is another focal area, relatively close to the city, in which Visigothic
vestiges have been discovered.
From this location come some marble capitals that are very similar to those from
Saamasas and Lugo that we have described before. One of them is made of marble
from O Incio and can be assigned to the church of Santa María de Mosteiro. It is
worked on a regular “kalathos” with three rows of overlapping cauliculi with marked
leaf veins and it also presents schematic vegetal decoration on the interstices.
The parish of Mougán is located not far away from Santa María de Mosteiro,
and from there comes another capital, which is also made of marble and has
similar decoration and size, with its diameter being 21 cm.
Finally, from the chapel of San Xoán do Campo come another two samples
of the same material, which, despite showing the partly unfolded cauliculi of the
Corinthian order, it displays a different workmanship, which indicates that it
comes, initially, from a different workshop. A recent essayist of these pieces has
assigned them to the centuries 8th and 9th. In our opinion, we believe it should
be dated in the centuries 6th and 7th in all cases, given the similarities that could
be pointed out. 289
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Visigoth capitals from the surroundings of Guntín (MPL)

1. Santa María de Mosteiro
2. Capital from the parish of Mougán (Guntín)
3 and 4. Examples from the church of San Xoán do Campo
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In any case, and despite this being a small architectural sample, it gives us
an idea on how the Christianity has spread around the rural areas, particularly
from the sixth century onwards.
Towards the opposite side of the city and at a similar distance, the beautiful
church of Tórdea should be pointed out. It has a rich diachrony of successive
phases amongst which is the Visigothic, given some remains that are inserted on
its walls. Two possible memorial monuments stand out by the entrance on the
southern facade, which do not present any epigraphs at present and are possibly
dated from either the Visigothic period or the last years of the Late Empire. 290
Both stones are fragmented on their lower sides and present in both cases
a slightly anthropomorphous appearance. The decoration on the front side is
made up by circles on top of which there are occasionally crosses, relief recesses
or crossed rectangles. In any case they seem to be vestiges of a Christian nature
that could be assigned to the period that we are analysing.
And on purpose, I have left for the end of this section the vestiges of the ancient
Christianity from the church of Santa Eulalia of Esperante, which is in the surroundings of Lugo, since, under the current building of the temple underlies another of
a Christian nature from the late Roman period, or even more likely Visigothic. Its
remains can still be seen in the arch that opens to the apse or presbytery, as well
as in the apse itself, which is covered by a half-barrel vault supported by rows of
buttresses on the outside while another two side arches that are opposite to each
other and almost not noticeable at present, give support to the beginning of a sacred
construction that had a Greek cross plant floor and which, either had a half-barrel
vaulted ceiling, like in the apse, or it was simply covered by a wooden roof. 291

Santa Eulalia de Esperante.
Triumphal arch to access
the presbytery supported by
mottled marble columns from
O Incio

Steles, possibly Visigoth, embedded in
the south side of the parish church of Tórdea
(Castroverde)
290

291
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Side arch of the same church covering
the east side. Front view
291 b

292 Santa Eulalia de Esperante: the previous
great blind arch in a general view

On the other hand, the presence of doors of identical design can be perceived in both side curtain walls existing between the entry arch to the apse and
each one of the arches that are opened on the side walls. One of these doors, the
western one, is currently blind, while the other one links the temple with the
sacristy. However, all the evidence leads us to believe that when they were in
their first stage of usage they would provide the entrance to two similar rooms
related to the services of the temple. 292
We also know, through the soundings carried out by Enrique Alcorta in the
area, that the original flooring was made of opus signinum (Roman mortar), and
therefore it is possible that it had parts of a mosaic pavement.
In addition to the above, we could conclude that while the arches in the side
walls were made by strong granite keystones that were laid on supports of the same
material, the arch of the apse, although it was also made of granite, was supported
by marble columns of remarkable thickness that were crowned by Corinthian capitals from which garlands of partially unfolded acanthus leaves emerge, as it is typical from that period. The dark colour of the marble and the existence of veins in its
surface confirm it is local material, possibly coming from the quarries of O Incio.
In any case, the research on this monument has only started, although any
progress is being hindered by the whitewash of the inner walls of this temple
that is, in fact, set on a heap of Roman vestiges that lead us to think of the
undoubtable relevance of the late Roman Vila Sperantii, which on the other
hand is an antroponym with Christian reminiscence.

The religious metamorphosis of a place outside the walls of Lugo
It was founded at the same time as the Roman city, right by the road that
departed towards Asturica, at the star of the current quarter of San Roque of the
city of Lugo. We are referring to the Roman necropolis that appeared there fifteen years ago. During the first two and a half centuries of the Empire, the burials
were carried out in accordance with the rite of cremation exclusively, and at the
end of the third century, the rites starting shifting towards the inhumation.
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In the meantime, in an annexed section, although totally independent, what
seems to be a water sanctuary dedicated to eastern divinities, particularly Isis and
Amun, was unearthed during the same excavation. This is based on the fact that the
entrance and exit of the water from a mid-sized pool built with opus caementicium and
excellent workmanship was made through two or maybe three large perforated mascaron ornaments which represented, one of them, the head of a ram and the other the
face of an sphinx, with these likely being symbols of the Egyptian divinities Jupiter
Amun and Isis. However, the cult to the waters in this particular place seems to have
pre-Roman roots, possibly, since another miniature pool was found hidden under the
aforementioned pool that was built around a water spring, in which the water flowed
from a small pipe of square section that had been inserted in the rock. Therefore it
would have been the imported eastern cults that would have had an essential role in
the integration and assimilation of the previous indigenous beliefs. 295
Complementary facilities of this establishment continued towards the annexed
area, although it was not possible to completely unearth them due to the space
restriction of this excavation.
Once in the fourth century, both the necropolis and the sanctuary would suffer
a profound transformation due to the introduction of the Christian rites. In the
former, because it changed the practice of cremation for that of inhumation, with
the use of ceramics with Christian symbolism for the funeral offerings; and the
latter since on the sacred area of the temple was erected a pottery workshop, and
later it became a burial necropolis.
However, in the surroundings of this place, a Christian temple would have
been erected in the late Roman period, with a small slate pilaster of a cancellus
belonging to a Visigothic oratory coming from the surroundings of this necropolis
and sanctuary. As a consequence, the current chapel of San Roque seems to be the
latest Christianised link of a cult that was indigenous in its origin, then EasternRoman and possibly Christian in its latest phase. In the meantime, a kiln was built
in the previously mentioned sacred area for the manufacturing of pottery or even
building materials. As a summary, the religious metamorphosis of this place would
have been produced through a process that had been elongated in time. 293 294

Door pilaster in a Visigoth temple that
would have been placed in his place of
San Roque
293

Industrial furnace from the late antiquity
for the production of imbrex to roof buildings
294
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Original rectangular basin excavated
in the rock to store and channel a spring,
possibly already sacred in very ancient
times. It was blocked by the pool, and
nowadays it stays under its floor
295

However, once this document had been redacted and laid out, I unexpectedly received the catalogue of the exhibition A domus do mitreo, which had been
published by the Santiago de Compostela University and is coordinated by the
archaeologist Celso Rodríguez Cao. In this volume, which has an excellent
appearance, appears a piece of work by Jaime Alvar, in whose note number 26
and referring to a piece of work that I carried out about the cult pool of San
Roque that had been published in 1992 on Espacio Tiempo y Forma of UNED,
he literally states, with reference to the two reliefs: “…the attribution to one of
the faces that of Medusa is completely gratuitous, as is the connection of Medusa
with Egyptian cults. The other sculpture, which is an upside down volute, has
been unfoundedly interpreted as the head of a ram in order to be able to establish a relationship with Jupiter Amun… Therefore, this proposal is groundless
as it is based on false or falsified grounds”, to which he would only have to add
“by the author”. As it is evident, our specialist in Eastern religions (the rest of us
have also contributed with some other little things) does not bite his tongue, but
we shall not reply in such a harsh tone.
After having discovered the mentioned pool, we decided, with many reservations, to follow the eastern-based thesis, and we did so at the request of
field specialists, who suggested this theory as the only possible one, given the
nature of the reliefs; obviously, Jaime Alvar was not amongst them. However,
and although the pool’s worshipping nature seemed evident as it had two icons
that were identified by all of us as the head of a ram and the face of a sphinx,
later called Medusa, in the manner of perforated mascarons in order to allow
the entrance and exit of the water of the pool only on its top side, we hesitated.
However, since they had to be identified with some of the possible divinities,
we believed the ram could be related to Jupiter Amun and the sphinx with Isis
or other possible divinity from the Egyptian pantheon. However, proof that
we considered this attempt as temporary was in the subtitle of the work: “The
POSSIBLE sanctuaries of San Roque and Bóveda” and in the assertion of the
following page: “Although the facts that we are going to present are lacking
a complete scientific foundation and it belongs to the world of assumptions,
we believe that the eastern-based hypothesis is the one that better fits with the
explanation of two unique monuments …”, with the remainder of the work continuing with similar precautions been taken.
Having said this, Professor Alvar has the right to not agree with me; however he loses this right when he does not contribute with any alternative explanation liable to be used as a new line of research. It is sheer madness to attempt
denying what is evident; the head of the ram of one of the mascarons being a
simple volute (of a capital?) put upside down? And if the other mascaron cannot
be identified with a Medusa, what should it be identified with then?
Up to this moment, I have obtained the assent of the immense majority of
the guest field experts with regards to this matter and I do not feel guilty for
having falsified anything of what, on the other hand, it is visible for everybody.
I will mention, as an example, that amongst the distinguished guests that have
passed by the Museum of San Roque is professor Pierre Adam, who is one of the
UNESCO‘s scientific advisors . He had to come from Paris to Lugo in order
to draw up the report that would result in the wall of Lugo being declared as a
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World Heritage, I had the honour to accompany him, along with other people
during the visit to several monuments of Lugo, amongst which was the pool
of San Roque, which had not been restored yet. When entering the location,
and without having said a word previously, he went towards the pool pointing
towards the head of the ram and he said: “Oh, la, la, un Amun”. There were a
dozen witnesses in the place.
As a summary, who does falsify the facts? Is it someone who seeing them
as evident attempts to interpret them, or is it someone who insists on denying
them without providing any convincing reason? We would suggest Professor
Alvar to use less vehemence and more prudence if he does not want to end up
being guilty of his own accusations.
In any case, I apologise to the reader for the digression but I believe that,
given the circumstances, it was required, since amongst other consequences it
is at stake the appreciation that the visitors, foreign or from Lugo, must maintain for a Roman monument that, along with others, represents the pride of
this our city.
Pool of San Roque restored with the
fluted mascarons in their original place to
that the reader can have an opinion (MSA)
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Ram’s head, probably related to Jupiter
Ammon (MSA)
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Face of a sphinx or medusa (MSA)
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Odoarius’ acrostic,
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reference for the
start of the Middle
Ages in Lugo

Odoarius’ Acrostic

The works of the celebrated settler Odoarius, at least those in the City of Lugo,
are referred to in a magnificent stone inscription, possibly in the Baroque style,
which is situated over the lintel of the entrance door of the Cathedral. This
inscription, which is placed on the northern aisle of the transept, contains an
acrostic text that has been widely discussed over the preceding centuries, and, to
our understanding, never correctly interpreted. As it is widely known, the name
acrostic comes from the fact that the initial letters of the five lines that form it,
form on a vertical line, the word ODOAR, the short form of the famous name
of the settler bishop of the church in Lugo in the 8th century, and specifically
during the reign of Afonso I. This Odoarius should be differentiated, to prevent
confusion, from the later Count Odoarius, a warlord who would undertake a
glorious conquest and colonisation between the rivers Miño and Támega during the reign of Afonso III, at the end of the ninth century.
The first one who noticed this inscription was Pallares y Gayoso, who interpreted it as follows:
Ou lux iubar Yberie sol et [----]
decus celebris et nobilitas generis almi
oppido vultu viaque et eloquio clares
adsunt tuo hic opere templi lumina ac ovni te
rra[nova] micans ac doctrina que vibran.
He does not propose any translation, probably due to the fact that this recovery of the original text is not very helpful.
Nevertheless, this version forms the starting point for almost all the readings
that were made afterwards. On the other hand, he does not dwell on the initial
origin of this epigraphic remains, except that “it is believed that this sign was in
the old building of the first church, and it was moved to that same door when
this side was rebuilt”. Nevertheless, it will be during the 17th century, since the
first edition of the Pallares works is from 1700, when such move was made, not
to its current place, but to the chapel of Santo Uxío, situated very close to it.
Later on, around 1770 and due to the strengthening of the foundations of the
naves of the cathedral, some works were made close to the chapel of Santo Uxío,
according to Adolfo de Abel, who arranged for the Odoarius inscription to be
moved to the place it occupies nowadays. Nevertheless it is not clear from the
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documents if the baroque stone decoration that frames the inscription belongs
to previous dates, or if it was made for this occasion, since it is specifically mentioned in the cited document.
Risco also refers to this same epigraph almost a century later, slightly qualifying the interpretation of Pallares, but without adding anything essential in
order to solve the problem. His version is as follows:
Ou lux iubar Yberie sol et celsa Maria/ Decus celebris et nobilitas,
generis almi/ oppide vultu vita que clares/ ads, et tuo hic opere templi
culmina comple Rata/ novata micant sat doctrina vibrant.
It improves in some parts the version by Pallares y Gayoso, but it has outstanding mistakes that prevent any attempt to translate it.
One century and a half later, after the interpretations by the aforementioned
writers, another author, canon Camino tackled the issue again, taking as a his
starting point Risco’s interpretation. Camino, offers a version quite different
from the one from Pallares, underlying the need to confirm the contributions of
the first one in celsa Maria at the end of the first line, culmina for lumina at the
end of the fourth, and other details.
Overlooking other later unimportant interpretations, in the last century it
was the also Canon Garcia Conde who attempted to come closer to a correct
interpretation in his new revision of the inscription:
Oh lux, iubar Yberie, sol et episcope sa[ncte]. Decus celebris et nobilitas,
ieneris Alm(i)/ oppide vultuvitaque […]clares. Ades et
tuo hic opere templi opere culmina com[ples]. Rata, novata
micant sat, doctrinaque vibrant.
Nevertheless, and despite his effort to improve the text, the results do not
support him in order to provide an acceptable translation, since the syintax he
proposed did not allow it. Years later Nicandro Ares, made an attempt, taking as
a basis the reconstruction by García Conde in almost all his details, as follows:
Oh, light, star from Iberia, sun and saint bishop/ famous behaviour
and nobility of wonderful lineage, in the village for the figure
and the life and the eloquetia you shine, you are here present and
in your works you complete the secured finishings, they shine as new
enough and shining for their doctrine.
It is important to mention that, despite his big efforts, he did not take into
account for the translation the word basi in the second line, nor sat[…?] on the
fourth. On the other hand, on the third line, he reads, as well as his predecessors, vultu instead of victu, which makes him assert the supposed physical figure
of Odoarius, and eloquio, as Pallares had made before, instead of the quite probable christogram in the same line, as well as culmina for minuant on the fifth.
Nevertheless he is right, among other ideas, in highlighting the importance of
the word oppidum, taking into account that this word would be referring to the
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walled village that Lugo was, and he hints somehow the existence of specific
constructions in the Odoarian set of buildings.
Finally, and in more recent times, we have been personally working on this
inscription, making three successive interpretations of it that indicated specific
aspects of our original reading. The most recent of the versions, reflected on in
the Spanish version of this monography, reads as follows:
+ (Hic sepultus est in Christo) ODOAR(ius) [suma
das iniciais de cada liña], or(tus) lux, iubar
iberi(a)e, sol et ep(is)c(opati) sa[ncti]/ decus. Celebri
s(ede) et nobili basi firm^a^t^us alm^i/ oppidi, victu vitaque
fel(iciter) i(n) (Christo Domino) [baixo cristograma]
clar(es)c(i)s./ Ad(e)s e^t(iam) tuo hic opere t^emp^li
l(iberalitate) s(umpto). Min^ua^n^t com/ r^ut^a!,
anovat^a amican^t!, sal(us) doctrinaque vibr(ent)!
( + Here lies in Christ) Odoarius, light of the dawn,
shining of Iberia, sun and behaviour of the saint episcopate.
Situated on the celebrated church and noble placement of this
good fortified village, you shine happily in the Lord
Jesus (under christogram) for your virtuous behaviour and your life.
You are besides, present here through the building
of this temple, that you generously provided. Shall the remains be
reduced and shall in its place, what
has been restored prevail! (Finally) everywhere shall resound the messages
of salvation and wisdom!
It is widely known the accumulation of difficulties to read this famous epitaph,
which has been widely discussed in time. Precise analysis of the base-material of
the inscription was difficult to obtain, due to its current inaccessible placement;
however, it appeared to be a plaque of calcareous stone, or even marble. On the
other hand, the incision of the ductus on the plaque in order to form the letters
seemed to be quite soft, judging by the little relief that could be seen from the distance. Most unfortunately, when the inscription was placed in its current location,
probably during the 18th century, someone attempted to restore it in a slightly
random fashion, as since in many cases he recognised the primitive incised letters,
in other cases he altered their shape in a quite crude way. Such are the restrictions
we encountered in dealing with the problem on the three mentioned occasions,
and our predecessors probably encountered similar problems. We were longing
for a direct autopsy of the solid inscription, at least on its immediate tactile analysis, the observation of the letters with adequate oblique lateral light, and above all
the procurement of a carbon copy by contact of the epigraph, to determine if the
letters were actually inscribed. In order to do this, and due to the difficult placement of the inscription, all this required the installation of proper scaffolding,
which, for various reasons, our requests for were not granted. Fortunately, however, the establishment of the Interactive Museum of the History of Lugo excited
interest in the inscription for the purposes of display. Thus, after permission
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from the Bishopric and the installation of adequate scaffolding, we were offered
the opportunity to study it in the way we had always wanted to. Moreover, taking advantage of this opportunity, the Laboratorio do Territorio, an institution
to study the land, of the University of Santiago de Compostela joined us, and
they made a scan of the inscription which, even though it was far from being
definitive taking into account the shallowness of the letters, it helped to define
many of their borders, especially on the letters not modified by the ancient restoration. Nevertheless, it was direct light, the contrasts obtained by oblique light
and above all the carbon copy by contact, the elements that contributed more to
interpret the meaning of the icons shown on the margin this way:
+ (Hic sepultus est) ODOAR(ius) [suma das iniciais de cada liña] or(tus) lux,
iubar Iberi(a)e, sol et ep(is)c(opati) san(cti) / decus; celebri s(edi) et nobili basi(licae)
ele(ctu)s a(nt)i(ste)s alm^i / oppid<i> victu vitaque t(uis) Ih(e)s(u) Ch(r)i(st)o
clares(cis). / Ad(e)s e^t(iam) tuo hic opere t^emp^li; culmina com / r^u^t^a
anov(a)t^a amican^t; sat(ietas) doct^r(i)naqu^e vibr(ant).
+(Here lies) ODOAR(io), light of dawn, shining of Iberia, sun and behaviour of the saint episcopate. Elected as a bishop for the celebrated church
and noble basilica of this saint walled village, you are still shining in Christ
Jesus with your virtue and your life. You are also present, in this place
through the building of this temple; the roofs (before) ruined (of the buildings) emerge (now) restored, (at the time that) the provision of material
resources and the triumph of faith start to be perceived in the atmosphere.
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It is possible to observe that the limitations of the epigraphic field of the
plate allowed the proliferation of annexed letters, sometimes with a multiple
nexus, being also common shortened and syncopated words, especially in relation with vowels, and even the use of simple abbreviations. Nevertheless, this
time we think, according to the evidence of the features observed, that what we
previously considered as a possible christogram at the end of the third line to be
a simple abbreviation. Anyway, we feel that we think we have widely achieved
a coherent and soundly based reading of the inscription, as well as a possible
interpretation of its content, which we will attempt to justify in the following
lines trough a close analysis of each word, in order to contrast its content with
those of the so-called Odoarian Documents. In this way, we hope to uncover
any possible chronological and stylistic relationships between the two.
According to the first line, we believe that the cross at the beginning of
the first line shows the funerary nature of the inscription, as happens in many
examples of the time and older ones; that is why hence we have interpreted
it as hic sepultus est followed by ODOAR(ius), the name of the character individual whose incomplete acrostic is formed by the initials of the five lines that
form the inscription.
All the previous scholars had interpreted the initial O of the text as having
an exclamatory value, without taking into account that the circle forming the
O contains inside it an ‘r’ in lower case. We interpret the association of these
two letters as the shortened word or(tus), which would appear to be logical
due to the reference to light following it, in the three words iubar, sol and decus.
Regarding the letters epc, they form since the days of the Visigoth councils,
one of the abbreviated forms to refer to the position of episcopus, although
it is possible that it also refers to its work, episcopatus. Previous scholars that
preceded us always interpreted this as ep(is)c(ope), a necessary vocative for the
exclamatory syntax established by them for this line and part of the next one.
Instead, the interpretation ep(is)c(opati/us) that we propose, comes from our
need to articulate, with the adjective san(cti), in a determinative complement
of decus. In this same second line, to read celebri s(ede), the way we do, compared to the celebris, without any known concordance with any substantive of
other scholars, means to keep the syntactic accordance in an interpretation
that we consider more possible, as well as interpreting nobili basi(lica), going
back to the first of the interpretations that we had done before, definitely relegating the other alternative basi.
Like previous scholars, we had initially kept firmatus at the end of the second
line; after direct analysis of the features, however, it is not possible to maintain
this reading. In this set of letters we differentiate a first block ELE^s (electus),
with the second E and the s annexed, and a second AIS which we think is possible to interpret as a(nt)i(ste)s. The last word of this same second line, alm^i, with
the final i annexed on the first of the angles of the M, indicates an undisputable
genitive, which determines that the next word, on the third line, has to be read
as oppidi and not oppide, as it was interpreted by the aforementioned person who
attempted to restore the original at that time. On the other hand, and upon
examination of some of the so-called Odoarian Documents, we check that the
adjective almus is used in some of them to refer to the Holy Ghost, Spirutus Almi
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Inluminatoris (Santa Comba documents), or to the Gloriose Virgini Alme Columbe
(same document), in reference to the patron saint of the village. In the Odoarian
documents it is also indicated, as in this case, and somehow making fun of the
content of the expression oppidi, but in a more specific way, the walled feature
of the village, as for example in the segment cum circuito murorum... (major testament of Odoarius), which could help us to provide a similar chronology for
both testimonies, the textual and the epigraphic.
After oppidi, it can be read in the text the word that we transcribed the first
time as victu, meaning “way of life”, or virtue, and there is no possibility, from
the preserved features for the pretended vultu, face, which García Conde and
his followers tried to discover in this word. Following it, vita, with the prepositive particle que, is perfectly correct, whilst attempting to read in the following
features the expression T(uis) IH^S(u) CH(r)I(st)O, proposed by us, we think
is totally correct, whilst Pallares y Gayoso and Nicandro Ares interpreted it as
the expression eloquio, lacking of any other elements than the two letters, possible latin i and diamond shaped o, which are before the point that seems to
end this strange sign association. The diamond shaped form that follows, could
be interpreted as an O, a shape already registered in the Froila inscription in
Celanova, as we have previously mentioned beforehand in a recent paper. In any
case, interpreting this problematic piece as Ih(e)s(u) Ch(r)i(st)o, seems the most
reasonable thing this time. The line ends with the verb clar(es)c(i)s, with some of
its inner letters omitted, which we show in brackets.
At the beggining of the fourth line, the verb ad(e)s seems obvious, and the
fact that the e is omitted seems negligible. This is followed by the preposition
e^t with the two letters annexed, even though they are equivalent to etiam, as
happens in other inscriptions of the Roman-Galician sphere, as for example the
case of an inscription in Panóias (Portugal).
The following part, tuo hic opere t^em^pli, is not complicated, due to the
clarity of the text.
Finally, in order to determine the word culmina, the direct analysis of the
text was decisive, helping to support this reading with the examination of the
text. Due to this, and to previous readings, we do not hesitate to transcribe, in
accordance with the previous word, the word com/r^u^t^a (participle derived
from the original verb cum-rumpo), according to the final four letters of the
word which are annexed to each other. It is true that the normal Latin form is
corrupta, but it must be taken into account the late date when this epitaph was
written, very far from the time of Classical perfectionism.
And from this point on, we will share some thoughts that, instead of trying
to solve the Odoarian problem through the document collections, which, on
the other hand, are foreign to the area of research we are involved in, will try
to analyse it through the epigraphic and-archaeological evidence. Until today,
this has been completely ignored, even though it is an extremely completely
valuable path, precisely because it can offer a decisive support to reliable textual
notices transmitted through documents which had been interpolated or somehow changed during the course of history. Instead, in the epigraphic or archaeological transmission, there are not any more alterations than its completely
counterfeit in origin or those due to natural erosion due to the passing of time.
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1.	The first of these thoughts is related to the existence of Odoarius, since
some, mostly foreign authors, doubted, arguing that the documents related
to him are a fraud. We are not going to discuss these opinions, nor to quote
the majority of those who admit the historicity of this character, defending, more or less seriously the truthfulness of the documents related to him.
On our side, we believe that our interpretation of the acrostic represents a
qualitative step towards establishing in the historic soundness of this character, especially since we can see a basic coincidence between the content of
the acrostic and the previously cited documents. These coincidences are the
following: firstly the name of the settler; then his office as a bishop; thirdly,
the references to the reconstruction works of the village, being tangentially
mentioned in both documents its wall. Nevertheless, it is not possible to
find in it an essential figure such as the date of execution. And it is because of
this that this is not a definitive document, although due to its context we can
guess it can only be attributed to this period.
But this is not the only archaeological evidence, since, in the Museo Provincial
de Lugo there is a high medieval tombstone from the county of Chamoso,
according to Vázquez Seijas, who catalogued and found it. This, which despite
being in pieces, shows the date in which it was engraved, that is [ER]A DCCC,
which when translated to our Julian calendar coincides with the year 762. Now,
according to the Odoarian documents, some of the repopulations and presuras
made by this prelate took place in the neighbouring county of Chamoso at the
same time. Therefore, such a document would certify that, on the one hand, in
that valley there were at that time inhabitants who could afford to live and die
transmitting their memories through a rough but soundly engraved epitaph;
and secondly, that the aforementioned settlers could belong to the Odoarian
family, since the date of the tombstone, the year 762, would coincide with the
mid-point of the settler bishop’s works.
So far, these represent our most important archaeological-epigraphic
remains, which is not negligible for our objectives.

Sepulchral plate from the Chamoso river,
close to Lugo (MPL)
…] famuli Dei / […] i(n) die III n(ona)s /
[…er]a DCCC.
? of the servant of god ? who died on the
third day of the nones of ? […] of the era 800
(year 762).
300
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2. But if the figure of Odoarius is real, are the textual documents that talk about
him also real?
	If we continue this path, we would be in the centre of the so-called Odoarian
problem, which is mostly related to the documents, and we do not have time
or knowledge to be able to tackle this successfully. Nevertheless, in order to
try to summarise this issue, we will say that none of the documents related
to Odoarius attributed to his time are originals. all of them were preserved
during the centuries through following subsequent copies. Therefore it is
logical to assume that, during the long transmission process (as frequently
occurred with other documents), segments were suppressed, paragraphs
were wrongly transcribed and some meanings changed –sometimes for a
spurious purpose– while others were interpolated. And herein lies the crux
of the problem which many eminent medievalist scholars have been have
been trying to solve, obsessed with separating what is authentic from what is
spurious. Understandably, there are deep differences in their criteria among
them, since whilst some think that everything in the Odoarian documents
is false, others consider them to be mostly authentic, and most of them
attempt to guess and filter what they think could be false or interpolated.
As a temporary conclusion we could agree that, after the great debates, we
have entered into a period when the (mostly foreign) historiography related
to this historical moment, considers the Odoarian documents to be mostly
authentic, which does not imply that some of their paragraphs shouldn’t be
filtered. This is why we employ the same research methods medieval scholars use, as well as the science and knowledge that each one can gather to
research specific parts of the documents.
3. Another thing to be considered relates to whether the inscription is funerary
in nature or not, what would imply somehow the specification of the place in
which Odoarius was buried. First it is stated in the Odoarian documents, and
especially in a diploma from 954 copied into a later one from 1027, both of
them discovered in its day by García Conde among others, that in the territory of the Lemavos, specifically in the place of Damundi, on the shore of
the Miño river, under the initiative of the Bishop Odoarius and after the City
of Lugo, one of the first presuras or repopulations by the settler bishop was
made, which would be from then on linked to the church of Santa María de
Lugo, in such a way that Odoarius would remain there to the end of his days.
(ibi enim dies complevit in pace, states this document). Nevertheless, this does
not mean that he has to be necessarily buried in this church. On the contrary,
it seems logical to think that his remains would be moved to the Aula Mater
of Santa María de Lugo in order to receive funerary honours and proper
burial. Where? The logical conclusion would be to think of a small mausoleum, inside or outside of the cathedral. Nevertheless, the later works in the
cathedral, and especially during the Romanic period of the building process
in the cathedral would have destroyed the original buildings completely, and
therefore from the whole mausoleum we would only preserve the inscription.
	In any case, we have to acknowledge this is an usual plate, since it lacks the
usual specifications of people, dates and places that usually appear in funerary epigraphs. It was maybe the poetic form in which this inscription that did
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not allow his information be reflected, unless there was another complementary inscription, lost nowadays, in which these aspects would be reflected.
Anyway, a closer analysis of the text, shows the funerary style of the text,
not only for the presence of the cross at the beggining, but above all for the
elogia (praise) dedicated to the recipient, being some of them related to his
past, as it is clearly perceived in the fourth line.
In any case, the contents of the compositions seem to be structured in
three parts: praise about the moral values of the honoured, in the first three
lines; praise to his reconstruction works of the church and the village, on the
most part of line four, and finally at the end of this line and on the fifth line,
the moralising exclamations, as a summary of all the previous praises.
It is then almost certain that this is the sepulchral tombstone of Odoarius,
the Bishop that repopulated Lugo and its wide surroundings, who would have
been honoured by the reigning king, in this case Afonso I, with the title of
Metropolitan of Braga, thus qualifying the village as “celebrated”, although it
was recognised only legally, and at the same time, he was honoured with the
title of another important church, the one in Lugo (Almi Oppidi), where he
will settle (nobili basilica) in order to govern the huge land to him bestowed.
This is why Odoarius will try to build in it a urban basilica so splendidly reconstructed that it was admired by Afonso II, receiving a stream of donations form
the surrounding villages and territories which will secure its performance in
the future (ades etiam tuo hic opere templi...). To this liberality is undoubtedly
referred, whether it was interpolated or not, the so called Odoarius’ main testament with these words: “Offero sanctis altaris Sti Salvatoris et Ste Mariae virginis
que fundata est in locum predictum in luco civitatis, id est, ipsam prefatam civitatem
ab omni integritate conclusa intus in circuito murorum quam ex radice restauravi”.
In other words, Odoarius’ epitaph, a name not stated as such, but only
hinted by the initials of the five lines put together as an acrostic, starts by a
line and a half of elogia related to light: light of dawn, shining of Iberia, sun
and behaviour of the Saint Episcopate. After this, his exemplary professional
career is depicted talking about him in second person: elected as a Bishop for
the celebrated church and noble basilica of this famous walled village, you
shine in Christ Jesus through your behaviour and your life. Then the text
indicates the presence he holds in a temple he built in the same place where he
is buried: you are, also, present in the building of this temple. But his building
works are not only this building, since it is also stated that he also repaired the
village (the roofs before ruined of the buildings emerge now restored), and
hunger and ignorance ere followed by abundance and doctrine.
One of the parallel documents formally closer to our acrostic is the
Visigoth inscription situated in the Martyrium of Santa Eulalia, in Mérida,
like ours, lacking execution date, in these words: «+ hanc domum iu/ris tui
placata posside/ martir eulalia/ ut cognoscens inimicus/ confusus abscedat/ ut domus hec cum habitatoribus te propiciante florescant. amen.»
Shall you own pleased, Martyr Eulalia, this house, which is yours so that,
when knowing this, the enemy retreats confused. Shall it eventually be prosper,
as well as its inhabitants, thanks to your intervention. So it be. The exhortative
style at the end is similar to the last line of the Odoarian acrostic.
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4.	Odoarius, bishop only in the area of Lugo or in the whole metropolitan
region of Braga?
The controversy is very old and it has confronted different thought that
could be summarised in two. The first one, mainly from foreign researchers, mainly French, would be that Odoarius would have legally possessed
the title of Metropolitan Bishop of Braga that he would exercise from the
headquarters in Lugo. The second, mainly by Hispanic scholars, mainly
Galicians, argues that the correspondent headquarters for Odoarius would
be Lugo, and the relations with the Church of Braga would be related to
the fact of metropolitan bishopric bishops being sheltered under the walls
of the village.
The detailed analysis of both theories would take us way further that an
essay that only tries to be erudite, that is why we chose to show a summary
of the conclusions we reached.
The most likely thesis for us is the one that concludes that Odoarius
was Metropolitan of the church of Bracara with its residence in the fortified City of Lugo, from which he would develop a wide repopulating
work. The reasons that Pierre David provides in this sense are based on
the necrologic calendar by San Millán, who talks about the obitus Odarii
Bracarensis episcopi on the 22nd October 786, what means that his contemporaries would know him as a Metropolitan Bishop from Braga. On the
other hand, he would have been the only bishop of the Asturian Reign
of his time, since he was appointed by Afonso I Metropolitan of Galicia,
following the tradition of the Visigoth kings. This would mean being
Bishop of Braga at the same time, where, due to the circumstances, he
would only work from afar and occasionally. Nevertheless, he would execute his moral and temporal authority, not only in Braga but also in Lugo,
despite his title was Bishop of Braga. The same happens with his successor.
Nevertheless, it came a point when the title of Metropolitan was separated
from that of Bishop of Braga, and consequently separated from the title
of Bishop of Lugo, as it is stated in the case of Paio, at the end of the
10th century: …Pelagius metropolitanus et Lucensis episcopus…, or also Petrus
metropolitanus nec non in Lucensi oppido episcopus… Therefore, during the
time when the main religious authority in Gallaecia resided in Lugo, he
exercised his task as bishop of Braga. This theory is supported by other
documental testimonials that Pierre David does not take into account, as
the known Document of Santa Comba, explaining the arrival in Lugo of
Odoarius’ family with these words: cum ad Lucensem urbem GALLECIE
PROVINCIA ingressi fuissemus …Prefatus vero gloriosus Odoarius Presul ipsam
urbem et UNIVERSAM PROVINCIAM studuit restaurare. Therefore, if it
was his objective to repopulate and restore all the province of Gallaecia, it
is because his jurisdiction covered all of it, and that jurisdiction had to be
the metropolitan jurisdiction inherited form the Visigoth period.
But the reference to Gallaecia as a territory in which not only the City
of Lugo but also all its territory is included is repeated as well in the so
called Odoarius Main testament and in the Avezano testament, showing in
the background the metropolitan jurisdiction controlled by Odoarius.

Odoarius’ acrostic, threshold of reference for the start of the Middle Ages in Lugo
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Prerroman modillion embedded on the
walls of the monastery of Santa María de
Pallares (Guntín)
301

It is time now to end a discourse that has turned out to be too long, but
not without concluding with the thought that the Odoarius’ acrostic should be
considered as the great historic threshold of the entrance into the early Middle
Ages in Lugo, a moment in which the village, as an phoenix, starts to emerge
from the ashes of a glorious roman past. And despite the Roman-German Lucus
Augusti had already disappeared, a new Odoarian Lugo, planted on the indelible
footprint of the former, strived to germinate. This will be demonstrated by the
following repopulation temples that will be built, among other places, in the
outskirts of the village itself, as it is the case of the basilica of San Xillao, situated
on the side of the XIX Via and digged years ago by Paco Herves; the case of the
Prerroman modillion of Tórdea, also in the hinterland of Lugo, or the basis of
the same nature and date that are found embedded on the walls of the monastery of Santa María de Pallares, in Guntín. This shows that the Roman-German
Lucus Augusti was giving way to the Medieval Lugo, therefore consolidating the
second foundation of our village. 301 302 303

Prerroman modillion embedded on the
wall of a house in Tórdea (Castroverde)
302

Plant of a Prerroman basilica in
the rúa San Xillao (Lugo) situated in the
neighbourhood with the same name
303
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